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Abstract: The advancement in wireless communication applications encourages the use of effective
and efficient channel estimation (CE) techniques because of the varying behaviour of the Rayleigh
fading channel. In most cases, the emphasis of most proposed CE schemes is to improve the CE
performance and complexity for ensuring quality signal reception and improved system throughput.
Candidate waveforms whose designs are based on filter bank multi-carrier (FBMC) modulation
techniques such as filter bank orthogonal frequency division multiplexing based on offset quadrature
amplitude modulation (OFDM-OQAM), universal filtered multicarrier (UFMC) and generalised
frequency division multiplexing based on offset quadrature amplitude modulation (GFDM-OQAM)
are no exception to the use of these proposed CE techniques in the literature. These schemes are
considered as potential waveform candidates for the physical/media access control layer of the
emerging fifth generation (5G) networks. Therefore, pinpoint CE techniques represent an important
requirement for these waveforms to attain their full potentials. In this regard, this paper reviews
the concept of CE as applicable to these waveforms as well as other waveform candidates under
consideration in the emerging 5G networks. Since the design of the majority of the waveform
candidates is filter based, a review of the general filter design considerations is presented in this paper.
Secondly, we review general CE techniques for candidate waveforms of next generation networks
and classify some of the studied CE techniques. In particular, we classify the CE schemes used in filter
bank OFDM-OQAM and GFDM-OQAM based transceivers and present a performance comparison
of some of these CE schemes. Besides, the paper reviews the performances of two linear CE schemes
and three adaptive based CE schemes for two FBMC based waveform candidates assuming near
perfect reconstruction (NPR) and non-perfect reconstruction (Non-PR) filter designs over slow and
fast frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels. The results obtained are documented through
computer simulations, where the performances of the studied CE schemes in terms of the normalised
mean square error (NMSE) are analysed. Lastly, we summarise the findings of this work and suggest
possible research directions in order to improve the potentials of the studied candidate waveforms
over Rayleigh fading channels.
Keywords: filter bank; Non-PR; NPR; channel estimation; next generation networks; 5G waveforms;
channel fading
1. Introduction
The speedy growth of wireless communication in recent years has placed a huge demand on
the available frequency spectrum, making this resource a scarce commodity [1,2]. The concept of
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multi-carrier modulation (MCM) is usually adopted in modern communication systems so as to ensure
efficient utilisation of the scarce frequency spectrum and yield higher system throughput. In MCM
technologies, wideband signals are split at high symbol rate into multiple lower rate signals, where
the low rate signals are modulated onto narrowband orthogonal sub-channels (sub-carriers) for the
simultaneous transmission of data over the wireless channel [3]. MCM schemes offer more benefits
than their single carrier modulation (SCM) counterparts. One benefit of MCM schemes over SCM
schemes is in their ability to offer higher spectral efficiency mainly due to the channel division as well
as overlapping of the orthogonal sub-carriers. For efficient sharing of the scare frequency spectrum
and for higher data rate applications, several wireless channel access methods have been developed
over the years. Multiple access methods provide an efficient way for several communication users to
effectively share the same spectrum resource without causing interference with one another.
In wireless networks, these access schemes are generally divided into two basic groups:
contention-free channel access schemes and contention-based random channel access schemes [4,5].
In contention-free access schemes, a central entity allocates several nodes using radio resources such
as time slots, frequency and code, where data are transmitted through these nodes by the use of
the allocated radio resource. Examples of contention-free channel access schemes include frequency
division multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA) and code division multiple
access (CDMA) schemes. On the other hand, the nodes in contention-based random channel access
schemes compete with one another for the transmission of data over the wireless channel. The data in
contention-based random channel access schemes are usually received without collision. Carrier sense
multiple access (CSMA) and Aloha method are examples of the contention-based random channel
access schemes.
In FDMA schemes, each user is allocated a frequency channel where they can transmit their
respective signals at the same time over the available spectrum resource while multiple users are
allowed to transmit their signals at the same frequency over the available frequency spectrum at
different time slots in TDMA schemes. CDMA schemes are multiple access technologies that allow
multiple users to simultaneously and asynchronously access a spectrum resource by modulating and
spreading their information signals with pre-assigned signature codes or spreading codes which are
orthogonal to one another [6]. CDMA offers several advantages over FDMA and TDMA such as
improvement in spectral efficiency, larger system capacity, higher security and better anti-interference
ability [7]. The first to the third generation of wireless networks is built based on the contention-free
channel access schemes. The first generation (1G) of wireless networks became operational in 1979 [7].
It is known as analogue cellular systems because the design of these cellular systems is based on FDMA
and analogue frequency modulation technology. The second generation (2G) of wireless systems is
designed based on either TDMA or CDMA technology while the third generation (3G) of wireless
networks is based on CDMA, where air interface standards such as wideband-CDMA (WCDMA),
CMDA 2000 and time division synchronous CDMA (TD-SCDMA) were developed.
In recent decade, an improved version of FDMA scheme has been proposed and developed to
offer higher data rates, improved spectral efficiency and better anti-interference ability. This access
scheme is known as orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) with cyclic prefix (CP).
The scheme addresses the problem of bandwidth wastage encountered in FDMA schemes by the
overlapping of the orthogonal sub-channels [3,8]. The introduced CP in this scheme is used to offer
robustness against the harmful effects of multipath fading and it is usually implemented based on
inverse fast Fourier transform/fast Fourier transform (IFFT/FFT) [9]. Due to these improvements, the
CP based OFDMA (CP-OFDMA) scheme is recommended as the main multiple access method for the
fourth generation (4G) of mobile networks, which is designed based on the long-term evolution (LTE)
standards for wireless broadband communication systems.
Despite the improvements of the CP based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
technology, it is not considered as the most promising multiplexing scheme for the neXt generation
(xG) of wireless networks which is the emerging fifth generation (5G) networks. It is proposed
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that the emerging 5G wireless networks be designed using filter bank multi-carrier (FBMC) based
transceivers. FBMC based schemes with offset quadrature amplitude modulation (FBMC-OQAM)
provide an alternative modulation scheme that limits the shortcomings of CP-OFDM systems by the
elimination of CP; hence, resulting in higher system spectral efficiency and provision of enhanced
robustness to synchronisation errors [10]. Various FBMC systems have been considered as potential
waveforms for the emerging 5G networks of wireless systems and beyond. These include filter
bank orthogonal frequency division multiplexing with offset quadrature amplitude modulation
(OFDM-OQAM) [11,12], universal filtered multi-carrier (UFMC) [13,14], bi-orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (BFDM) [15,16] and generalised frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) [17,18].
The concept of perfect reconstruction (PR) or near perfect reconstruction (NPR) is used to design the
aforementioned FBMC waveforms where well-designed prototype filters are used to design the
synthesis and analysis filter banks of these FBMC based transceivers. This concept either replaces
or minimises the CP usage that is common to CP-OFDM of the 4G networks; thus, providing higher
spectral efficiencies and data rate improvement.
The transmitted symbols of a baseband signal are usually corrupted by noise as they propagate
through the communication channel. They experience detrimental effects such as multipath
propagation and fading which eventually makes it difficult for accurate detection of the transmitted
symbols. For accurate detection of the transmitted symbols, pinpoint channel estimation (CE) is
required [19,20]. Channel estimation makes it possible for the receiver to approximate the channel
impulse response (CIR) of the communication channel and to predict/understand the effects of the
communication channel on the transmitted symbols. This is required for perfect reconstruction of
the transmitted symbols. Several CE algorithms have been proposed in the literature for general
wireless communication systems. This paper reviews and classifies the CE schemes in the literature.
In particular, an overview of the CE schemes adopted in the literature for filter bank multi-carrier
based systems is presented, where we classify the CE schemes used in filter bank OFDM-OQAM and
GFDM-OQAM transceivers. Moreover, the paper reviews the performances of two linear CE schemes
and three adaptive CE schemes for the two aforementioned FBMC-based waveforms assuming near
perfect reconstruction (NPR) and non-perfect reconstruction (Non-PR) filter designs over slow and
fast frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels. Note that, to efficiently review the performances of
these CE schemes, we present a step-wise system description and implementation of the filter bank
OFDM-OQAM and GFDM-OQAM FBMC-based transceiver. In addition, since the designs of these
FBMC transceivers are based on filters, we firstly present a review of the filter design in Section 2.
The contribution and relevance of this paper are as follows. This paper is important in general for
wireless communication systems and the emerging 5G networks and beyond. The paper presents a
detailed and up-to-date review of the basic concepts of CE with respect to non-filtered based waveforms
and with particular reference to two filter bank multi-carrier based waveforms that are currently being
considered as potential candidates for the physical layer design of the emerging next generation of
wireless networks. Furthermore, the paper presents a step-wise system description, implementation
and performance analysis of relevant CE schemes used in the FBMC-based transceiver. In this case,
researchers and practitioners in this field can perceive the different CE schemes in order to make useful
decisions based on their application requirements. Finally, this review presents possible research
directions in order for FBMC schemes to attain its full potentials over Rayleigh fading channels.
Although there are other fading channels such as the Nakagami fading channel and the Rician fading
channel, we centre our attention on the Rayleigh fading channel model because it is the most common
and realistic channel to model a wireless communication link [21].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the general structure
of FBMC systems which is adopted for designing the FBMC-OQAM waveforms in this paper.
The fundamentals of CE and its application to filter bank OFDM-OQAM and GFDM-OQAM is
presented in Section 3. A system model description of both FBMC-OQAM waveforms is presented
in Section 4 assuming both NPR and Non-PR. In Section 5, the simulation results of the analysed CE
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schemes are presented. In Section 6, we summarise the findings of this work and suggest possible
research directions. Lastly, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Structure of Filter Bank Multi-Carrier Systems
One of the most fundamental building blocks of filter bank multi-carrier waveforms is
a well-designed prototype filter. Therefore, this section presents a review of the filters and the
fundamental building block of FBMC based transceivers. A filter can be defined as a frequency selective
circuit that is designed to pass signals of a particular frequency band while attenuating signals of other
frequencies [22]. Filters are generally employed to eliminate or minimise unwanted system features
such as interference, noise and distortions. Filters are classified in many ways, which could depend on
the functions they are required to perform or be based on their physical structures. Hence, filters may
be broadly classified as analogue/digital filters (based on function), active/passive filters (based on
structure), etc. Passive filters are filters that are designed with the use of passive components such as
resistors, capacitors, inductors, relays, etc. Active filters are designed with the aid of active components
such as transistors, integrated circuits, diodes and passive components.
Digital filters also known as discrete-time filters are employed in digital signal processing (DSP),
mainly for the separation of digital signals that are combined together and for the restoration of
distorted signals. The implementation of digital filters can be realised by convolution or by recursion.
Convolution filters are known as finite impulse response (FIR) filters while recursion filters are known
as infinite impulse response (IIR) filters. An FIR filter is a digital filter that has a finite duration of
impulse response. These filters are reverse cases of the IIR filters since there is no feedback of output
signals into the input. As such, they can be called non-recursive filters [22,23]. The impulse responses
of these filters are finite because of the absence of feedback. Some of the methods used for designing
FIR filters include windowing, frequency sampling and equiripple approximation [22,24]. The finite
length impulse response of the FIR filters is obtained by truncating an infinite length impulse response.
The truncation of an infinite duration sequence to yield a finite response is termed windowing.
Some functions are used to perform windowing. Examples of such functions include rectangular,
Barlett, Hanning, Hamming and Blackman windowing functions. Infinite impulse response filters are
digital filters that have an infinite duration of impulse response. They are also called recursive filters
because they are designed to use the feedback signals obtained from the system output. These types of
filters have nonlinear phase and are usually unstable. Some examples of these filters are Butterworth
filters, Chebyshev type I and Chebyshev type II filters, Elliptic filters and Bessel filters. Other examples
of this kind of filters are described in [22,23].
All filters are classified based on their frequency response characteristics [22,25]. In the design of
digital filters, the frequencies that are allowed to pass through are known as pass-band frequencies [25],
whereas the rejected frequencies can be referred to as the stop-band frequencies. Based on this
information, filters are classified as low-pass filters, high-pass filters, band-pass filters, band-stop filters
(band-reject filters) and the all-pass filters. Low-pass filters allow signals of low frequencies to pass
through while rejecting signals above its cut-off frequency. High-pass filters eliminate frequencies
below its cut-off frequency while allowing signals of high frequencies to pass through. Band-pass
filters allow signals within a certain range of frequencies to pass through while attenuating all other
frequencies. Band-stop filters allow all frequencies to pass through while attenuating a certain range of
frequencies. Finally, the all-pass filters allow all frequencies to pass through; however, they change the
phase of the passing signals without changing their amplitudes. The structure of FIR filters consist of
series of multipliers, delays and adders coupled together to give an output. This design makes these
filters suitable for designing multirate filters. Multirate filtering constitutes the fundamental building
block of FBMC systems. An overview of multirate filtering is presented in Section 2.1.
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2.1. Multirate Filtering
One basic notion that is adopted in DSP is the concept of sampling rate [26]. Sampling rate
involves the conversion of a signal from a given rate to a different rate. It is worth noting that systems
that adopt multiple sampling rates in DSP are known as multirate digital signal processing systems.
These systems employ the use of multirate filters which are classified into hybrid and polyphase
filters. Polyphase filters have demonstrated good performances over the years, therefore proving
to be an excellent multirate filter that can be effectively adopted to solve wireless communication
problems [26]. Multirate filters find useful applications in digital audio and video processing, speech
coding, image compression, adaptive signal processing, scrambling, software define radios and
modern DSP systems [26–28]. Multirate Filtering is based on two filtering techniques: decimation and
interpolation [28,29].
Interpolation is a sampling rate conversion technique that is adopted to remove the effects of
imaging through the use of an interpolation filter while increasing the sampling rate of the signal
using an interpolator (upsampler). Upsampling is used to increase the sampling rate of a signal by
the insertion of an integral number of samples (zeros) between consecutive samples of input signals.
Figure 1a shows a simple diagrammatic representation of an interpolation process that consist of an
upsampler/expander of factor M and an interpolation filter with response g[n˙, k]. In this figure, y[n˙, k]
represents the higher rate output symbols that are received after upsampling process while x[n, k]
represents the input symbols at time n and sub-carrier k. The output time index n˙ is at a higher rate in
comparison to the input index n. This process of interpolation/signal rate conversion is illustrated
in Figure 2, where the sampling rate of Figure 2b is increased in comparison to the sampling rate of
Figure 2a, by the insertion of zeros between consecutive samples. On the other hand, decimation
is a sampling rate conversion technique that is usually adopted at the receiver of a communication
system to suppress aliasing by the use of a decimation filter and a downsampler [30]. In addition,
they are used to reduce the sampling rate of a signal by a factor M as shown in Figure 1b. Similar to
Figure 2, the decimation process is shown in Figure 3.
M
Interpolator Interpolation filter
(Anti-imaging filter
y[n˙, k]x[n, k]
g[n˙, k]
(a) Interpolation
M
DecimatorDecimation filter
(Anti-aliasing filter)
xˆ[n, k]yˆ[n˙, k]
f[n˙, k]
(b) Decimation
Figure 1. Structure of multirate filtering.
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Figure 2. Time domain plot of signal interpolation for M = 2. (a) Before upsampling. (b) After upsampling.
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Figure 3. Time domain plot of signal decimation for M = 2.
2.2. Design of Multirate Filters: Polyphase Filters
In designing an FBMC system, the first step is to design a low-pass prototype filter that meets
the requirements of NPR or PR. In [31], three kinds of prototype filters are analysed and compared
for the design of FBMC based systems. The authors proposed a prototype filter model called Farhang
which offers the best performance in terms of sidelobe suppression in comparison to the widely used
square-root raised-cosine (SRRC) filter, as well as the discrete-time square root Nyquist filter model
designed in [32]. The prototype filters are adopted for designing interpolation and decimation filters.
Above, we show in Figure 1a the basic structure of implementing interpolation in FBMC systems. This
figure can be extended to form the basic structure of interpolation in polyphase filter banks over M
sub-carriers, as depicted in Figure 4a [33]. The discrete, real input signal x[n, k] of Figure 1a is split to
yield M sub-band signals by the use of synthesis band-pass filters whose impulse response is given as
g[n˙, k] in order to realise the polyphase representation shown in Figure 4a. Similarly, Figure 1b shows
the process of decimation in multirate systems that are usually adopted for combating the effects of
aliasing. This figure can be used as a foundation to develop an efficient implementation structure for
polyphase decimation as shown in Figure 4b.
M
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x[n, k] x[n˙, 0]
x[n˙, 1]
x[n˙,M − 1]
g[n˙, 1]
g[n˙, 0]
g[n˙,M − 1] y[n˙,M − 1]
y[n˙, 1]
y[n˙, 0]
(a) Interpolation
M
M
M
Z−1
Z−1
xˆ[n˙]s[n˙, 0]
s[n˙, 1]
s[n˙,M − 1]
f[n˙, 1]
f[n˙, 0]
f[n˙,M − 1] s[n,M − 1]
s[n, 1]
s[n, 0]yˆ[n˙]
(b) Decimation
Figure 4. Basic structure of polyphase filters.
2.3. Basic Structure of FBMC Systems
Digital filter bank multi-carrier based transceivers are made up of two filter banks: synthesis
filter bank (SFB) and analysis filter bank (AFB) [22,24]. The synthesis filter bank is positioned at the
transmitter while the analysis filter bank is found at the receiver. It is designed with M digital filters
arranged in a parallel configuration [22,24]. The synthesis filter combines M signals at the transmitter
into a single signal that is ready for transmission over a channel. This single signal can also be referred
to as the reconstructed signal. In PR filter banks, the output signal is a delayed replica of the input
signal [34]. In practical applications, the output signal is designed to achieve NPR. As in the design
of decimation and interpolation filters discussed in Section 2.1, the synthesis filter bank is designed
with an interpolation filter and an upsampler, while the analysis filter is designed with a decimation
filter and a downsampler. This makes the multirate filters periodically linear time-varying systems
because they are made up of linear filters and also perform time-varying linear operations such as
decimation [35]. Figure 5 illustrates a basic structure of digital filter banks [10,36].
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Figure 5. Basic structure of FBMC based transceivers.
This structure is considered as an FBMC system because it is designed to offer multirate filtering
where the sampling rate of the input symbols x[n, k] at the transmitter is increased using an interpolator.
Subsequently, it is filtered with a low-pass anti-imaging filter g[n˙, k] so as to remove images of the input
spectrum. In other words, this system is adopted to connect and transmit the input symbols (x[n, k])
over the fading channel by converting the symbols into higher rates using an SFB. This enhances
efficient data transmission over the frequency selective multipath fading channel in comparison with
single rate multi-carrier systems. The upsampling of the input symbols at the SFB is performed
in order to ensure that the sampling rate of the signals at the receiver input is the same, which is
subsequently decimated at the AFB by filtering the received signals with the aid of an anti-aliasing filter
( f [n˙, k]). The anti-aliasing filter is adopted so as to combat aliasing. The signal is then appropriately
downsampled to obtain xˆ[n, k] in order to ensure efficient demodulation/detection of the received
symbols.
The concepts in Figure 4a,b are combined via a communication channel to realise the general
structure of FBMC systems shown in Figure 5. One effective way of implementing FBMC based
schemes assuming NPR is by realising the system through the use of discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) based polyphase filter bank model, where IFFT is used to transform the input signal from the
frequency domain to the time domain. These concepts are combined for the design of the FBMC based
transceivers shown in subsequent sections.
Potential FBMC waveforms for 5G networks include filter bank OFDM-OQAM, UFMC [13],
BFDM [15,16], and GFDM [37]. These waveforms can be designed using FBMC structures, such as
exponentially or cosine modulated filter banks. The aforementioned FBMC transmission waveforms are
usually designed based on DFT. Hence, they are classified as DFT based FBMC systems. Other FBMC
transmission technologies include discrete wavelet multitone (DWMT) [27,28], filtered multitone
(FMT) [9] and cosine modulated multitones [38]. The technologies in [9,27,28,38] are designed based
on discrete wavelet transforms (DWT). Accordingly, we classify the FBMC schemes based on the
modulation type in Figure 6.
FBMC modulation
scheme
DFT based
FBMC
DWT based
FBMC
OFDM UFMC BFDM GFDM FMT DMT DWMT CMT
OFDM-QAM GFDM-QAMOFDM-OQAM GFDM-OQAM
Figure 6. Classification of FBMC schemes based on modulation.
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Unlike the DFT based FBMC systems, the DWT based FBMC systems employ the use of wavelet
packet transforms (WPT). In wavelet transform, a particular signal of interest is decomposed into
a set of waveforms known as wavelets [39]. When DWT is employed, two sets of function associated
with low-pass and high-pass filtering are incorporated [39]. In this system, the time domain signal
is decomposed into different frequency bands using high-pass and low-pass filters. The incoming
signal is passed through a half-band high-pass filter and a half-band low-pass filter, where the former
removes all frequencies below half of the highest frequency of incoming signal and the latter remove
frequencies that are below half of the highest frequency of the incoming signal [39].
As shown in Figure 6, OFDM-QAM is an FBMC system based on DFT, while DWMT is an FBMC
system based on DWT [40]. Their respective transceiver structures are very similar except that DFT is
used for transformation in the receiver of the former while DWT is adopted for transformation in the
latter. Inverse DFT (IDFT) and inverse DWT (IDWT) are implemented in their respective transmitters.
The low-pass FIR prototype synthesis and analysis filters of the FBMC schemes mentioned in Figure 6
(for both DFT and DWT based FBMC systems) can be implemented using various FBMC structures such
as exponentially modulated filter banks (EMFB) [41], cosine modulated filter banks (CMFB) [42,43],
modified discrete Fourier transform (MDFT) [44] and extended lapped transforms (ELT) [45].
2.4. Overview of Next Generation Networks (5G)
The Cisco Internet Business Solutions Group (IBSG) in 2011 predicted that the number of Internet
connected devices will rise to about 50 billion by 2020 [46]. To achieve higher data transmission rates
and capacity enhancement due to the high demands of the sparsely available frequency spectrum
of wireless communication networks, the downlink layer of the 4G/LTE based system is well
designed using OFDMA technology. The use of CP-OFDM in the design of 4G networks offer several
benefits, such as improvement in bandwidth/spectrum utilisation (spectral efficiency), robustness
to the detrimental effects of multipath fading and efficient frequency domain allocation of available
resources/spectrum for enhancement in multiple user (MU) transmissions. However, the 4G CP-OFDM
scheme is known to have certain limitations such as introduction of system overhead, sensitivity carrier
frequency/time offsets (CFTO) and very high peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) [47]. The added
system overhead arises from the inclusion of CP in other to combat the effects of multipath propagation
as the signal propagates over the wireless frequency selective fading channel. This resulting overhead
(from the added CP) reduces system spectral efficiency while CFTO introduces unpleasant ICI due to
loss in sub-carrier orthogonality. PAPR [48,49] is the ratio between the maximum power of a sample in
an OFDM transmit symbol to the average power of that OFDM symbol. A high PAPR (as characterised
by OFDM systems) decreases the efficiency of high power amplifiers and consequently leads to further
degradation of system performances. To improve the limitations of the 4G/LTE CP-OFDM system,
the xG (5G and beyond) wireless networks are designed to meet fundamental requirements such as
very high reliability and robustness, low out-of-band (OOB) emission, ultra-low latency and immensely
high data rate capacity [50–52]. We discuss the potential candidates that constitute the air interface
configuration for the physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layer of 5G networks in
Section 2.4.1. Subsequently, we classify these candidate waveforms in Section 2.4.2.
2.4.1. PHY/MAC Layer Design Considerations for 5G
Three broad application categories are used for characterising 5G wireless communication
systems. These categories include: enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine type
communication (mMTC) and ultra-reliable and low latency communications (URLLC). In cellular
networks, eMBB is considered for enhancing spectral efficiency of emerging networks as network end
users have insatiable demands for mobile data. Machine type communication (MTC), on the other hand,
is an advanced model proposed by the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP), where electronic
devices and machines are configured to efficiently communicate with one another by the transfer of data
over wireless communication networks with little or no human involvements [53–56]. Transmission
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latency [57–59] refers to the time interval (delay) that occurs when propagating the input data from the
source to the destination over a communication link. In rendering enhanced quality of service (QoS)
delivery and user quality of experience (QoE), the emerging 5G networks are specified to offer about
10–100 times higher user data rates and lower energy consumptions in comparison to the present LTE
based networks [60,61]. These networks will also offer ultra-low and reliable end-to-end latency of less
than 1 ms [61] with very high reliability (that is, very low packet error rate). The mMTC paradigm of
5G networks will effectively control and manage the collaboration/interaction of numerous network
communication devices by ensuring low device complexities for longer device battery life as a result
of low energy consumption.
For efficient transmission of radio signals between mobile devices and base stations, the PHY
and MAC layers of 5G cellular networks are designed to consist of numerous building blocks
such as spectrum, multiple access technologies, waveforms, frame structures, coding, modulation,
beamforming and duplexing techniques as classified in Figure 7 [47]. The waveform candidates
for the 5G networks, as shown in Figure 7, include CP-OFDM, UFMC, FBMC, and filtered OFDM
(f-OFDM). The classification also include the possible multiple access schemes under considerations
for these aforementioned xG networks including: OFDMA, SC-FDMA, resource spread multiple access
(RSMA), non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) and sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [62–65].
NOMA is a multiple access scheme that uses power domain for the separation of signals that
possess remarkable differences in power levels. The SCMA scheme is a non-orthogonal multiple
access technique considered for improving the spectral efficiency and transmission latency of xG
networks where input coded data streams (at the transmitter) are mapped to codewords of several
multidimensional sparse codewords from specific codebooks. RSMA, on the other hand, is also a
potential multiple access technique (under consideration for the upcoming 5G networks and beyond)
that uses combinations of low-rate channel and scrambling codes with good correlation properties for
the separation of different user signals requiring asynchronous and grantless access.
The eMBB service delivery of 5G is designed to offer very high reliability (that is, very low
error probability) and high spectral efficiency in digital communication networks. Noise is an
unwanted effect that interferes with the transmission of signals as they travel from the transmitter
through the communication link to the receiver. The presence of noise in any communication network
highly reduces the reliability of the communication system. To guarantee higher reliability of signal
transmission and reception over the multipath fading communication channel, accurate error control
coding (ECC) is required to enhance precise detection and correction of errors in these communication
networks. Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, turbo codes and polar codes are considered as
the most-promising ECC schemes for higher reliability and spectral efficiency enhancement in the
upcoming xG networks [66–71].
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2.4.2. Candidate Waveforms for 5G Networks
As briefly highlighted in Section 2.3, candidate waveforms under consideration for 5G networks
include CP-OFDM, SC-FDMA, f-OFDM, filter bank based OFDM-OAM (FBMC-OQAM), UFMC and
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GFDM based transceivers. The features and structures of these waveforms are briefly discussed and
compared in this section.
CP-OFDM
One CP-OFDM scheme is a multicarrier modulation scheme [72]. CP-OFDM schemes are deployed
for designing well known 3GPP based LTE networks. The digital input data in CP-OFDM systems
are mapped using modulation schemes such as M-PSK or M-QAM in order to form complex symbols
which are mapped into orthogonal sub-carriers by frequency to time domain transformation using
IFFT. Guard band (or CP) is added to the transmitting symbols in order to give extra robustness
to the propagating signals. The inserted CP is used to immune the propagating signals against the
unwanted effects of inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier interference (ICI) which can arise
from multipath propagation as the signals travel over the wireless communication channel to the
receiver. The added CP is simply a copy of the tail of the transmitted symbols that is eventually
appended to its beginning. The added CP leads to poorer system spectral efficiency due to the added
CP overhead. In the emerging 5G networks and beyond, FBMC schemes is considered as a pre-eminent
waveform to replace the cyclic prefix-long term evolution (CP-LTE) systems due to the bandwidth
wastage incurred from CP insertion as experienced in the design of OFDM systems. The principles
of operation and structure of CP-OFDM scheme is well documented in the literature. Readers are
referred to [73,74].
SC-FDMA
The SC-FDMA scheme can also be referred to as the DFT-spread OFDM (DFT-S-OFDM)
scheme [72,75]. In addition, some text refer to this modulation and multiplexing scheme as linearly
pre-coded OFDMA (LP-OFDMA). The structure of SC-FDMA is very similar to CP-OFDM except that
an extra pre-coding stage is added in DFT-S-OFDM schemes before the IFFT block. The pre-coding
block is used for limiting the PAPR of the transmitted signals. The pre-coding is implemented at the
transmitter using an N-point DFT which is applied before the IFFT stage with the aim of mapping
the transmitted signals into a number of adjacent-frequency sub-carriers. The reverse process of the
above-described procedures is implemented at the receiver where the IDFT is specifically implemented
after the FFT block. The structure of DFT-S-OFDM transceivers is depicted in Figure 8. Note that,
if the pre-coding block were removed from Figure 8, the set-up could be viewed as a CP-OFDM.
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f-OFDM
The upcoming 5G networks are expected to be allocated a larger bandwidth in order to boost
the network data rate [76]. f-OFDM is a recently introduced waveform considered as a potential
waveform for the upcoming xG (5G) networks [77,78]. The structure of f-OFDM system is very similar
to the conventional CP-OFDM system. The major difference is that, in f-OFDM systems, the assigned
system bandwidth is split into subbands. The transmitting baseband signal on each subband is
also filtered using a band-limited filter before the transmitting signals travel across the wireless
multipath fading channel. The introduced subband based filtering is used for limiting inter-subband
interference, which consequently eliminates sidelobe leakages by suppressing OOB emission. In the
implementation of f-OFDM transceivers, two broad kinds of filters are considered: soft-truncated
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sinc filters and equiripple filters. The impulse response of an ideal low pass sinc filter is an infinitely
long sinc function [76], where the long sinc function is adequately soft-truncated using different
window functions that may either be Hann window or root-raised-cosine (RRC) window. Equiripple
filters are desirable for attenuating inter-subband interference. These filters (equiripple) are designed
using Remez exchange algorithm [79] for minimising the maximum error between the desired and
actual frequency response [76]. The downlink transceiver structure of f-OFDM is shown in Figure 9.
This structure is very similar to the structure of CP-OFDM systems except that subband filtering is
introduced, which is not required for CP-OFDM systems. Table 1 shows the differences between
f-OFDM and CP-OFDM systems.
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Table 1. Comparison between CP-OFDM and f-OFDM based systems.
Specifications CP-OFDM f-OFDM
Band structure Single band Multiple (sub) band
Filtering Wideband filtering Subband filtering required
Filter length Less than length of CP No longer than half of symbol duration
Sub-carrier spacing Uniform Different
Spectral efficiency Poor Better (from bandwidth splitting)
Computational Complexity Low Higher
Transmission Time Interval (TTI)/Latency Long Shorter
OOB leakages High Lower (due to subband filtering)
Time domain orthogonality Orthogonal Non-orthogonal
Frequency domain orthogonality Orthogonal Partly (quasi) Orthogonal
Throughput gain Low Higher
Filter Bank OFDM-OQAM
The cyclic prefix block of OFDM systems can be replaced with well-designed filters to form
an FBMC system named filter bank OFDM. This waveform can be used with OQAM for the modulation
of data symbols and also for maintaining sub-carrier orthogonality within real and imaginary domains.
The resulting waveform is known as filter bank OFDM-OQAM (FBMC-OQAM). The use of OQAM
and per sub-carrier filtering eliminates the possible need for CP usage in these systems giving rise to
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higher spectral efficient systems with improved OOB emission. FBMC-OQAM is well known to suit
fragmented spectrum/cognitive radio systems while offering good localisation properties with high
robustness against multipath fading. However, the system is inefficient for short burst transmissions
as a result of long filter tail [47]. The transceiver structure and principles of operation of this waveform
are elaborated in Section 4.1.
UFMC
This is a potential waveform considered for xG networks. UFMC is designed to incorporate
the advantages of FBMC systems as well as f-OFDM [80]. This is achieved by grouping the entire
band of the OFDM system having N sub-carriers into subbands that are subsequently filtered [47,80].
The complex modulated frequency domain symbols X(n, k) are eventually converted into time domain
signals x(n, k) using N-point IDFT conversion as depicted in the synoptic UFMC transmitter structure
of Figure 10. The resulting signals are filtered using a bandpass filter g(n, k) to produce the transmitting
symbols (with optional CP insertion), which are summed up before been propagated across the wireless
multipath fading channel. At the receiver, the transmitted signal is converted in the serial-to-parallel
conversion block, filtered and transformed from the time domain to frequency domain, as illustrated in
Figure 11. UFMC systems are designed to offer enhanced transmission latency and improved system
spectral efficiency similar to FBMC-OQAM systems. These systems (UFMC) are well suited for short
bust transmissions [47]. However, the large receiver DFT size of UFMC systems results into very
high implementation complexity as compared to other considered waveforms of the emerging xG
networks. These systems (UFMC) also suffer from drawbacks such as creation of interference due to
partly overlapping subbands.
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GFDM
GFDM is a flexible MCM scheme proposed for the air interface of the emerging next-generation
5G networks [37]. In GFDM schemes, independent blocks are made of a number of sub-carriers and
subsymbols, which are modulated independently. Each sub-carrier of GFDM based transceivers is
filtered using well-designed frequency and time domain circularly shifted prototype filters in order to
curtail the destructive effects of OOB emission. This applied sub-carrier filtering may cause the GFDM
sub-carriers to lose orthogonality, which may give rise to ICI or ISI. To keep the system overhead as
small as possible, a short cyclic prefix is appended to an entire GFDM block in order to combat possible
effects of ISI and ICI. GFDM along with other FBMC waveforms such as filter bank OFDM-OQAM
and UFMC are regarded to offer suitable resistance against carrier frequency offsets (CFO). For these
reasons, GFDM system is regarded as a block based non-orthogonal MCM scheme [61,81]. Details of
the principles of operation and system design of GFDM based transceiver is elaborated in Section 4.2.
Table 2 presents a comparison of potential waveform candidates of upcoming 5G Networks.
Table 2. Comparison of waveform candidates of the emerging xG Networks.
Specifications CP-OFDM SC-FDMA f-OFDM FBMC UFMC GFDM
Spectral efficiency Low Low Low High High High
Computational Complexity Low Low Medium High High High
OOB Emission High High Low Low Low Low
PAPR High Low High Medium High Medium
Latency Medium Medium High High High High
Flexibility High High Medium Medium Medium High
Robustness to CFO Low Low Medium High High High
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3. Fundamentals of Channel Estimation
As transmitting symbols propagate through the wireless communication channel, they experience
several harmful effects from interaction with environmental objects such as buildings, mountains,
trees, etc. This results in multipath propagation and signal attenuation. Channel estimation is a useful
wireless communication technique that is adopted to ensure accurate detection of the transmitting
signals. Over the years, numerous CE techniques have been proposed in the literature to combat the
varying nature of the channel. In these proposed CE techniques, the emphasis has been to improve the
CE performance, power and bandwidth consumption, and the computational time complexity. As such,
we review the CE techniques used in wireless communication applications in general. In particular,
we narrow the application of these CE technique to FBMC systems, where we introduce taxonomy to
classify these CE techniques.
3.1. Classification of Channel Estimation Schemes
Several CE schemes have been proposed in the literature for estimating the fading channel
coefficients in different wireless communication systems. These include the single carrier
communication systems such as single-input single-output CP based OFDM (SISO-OFDM),
non-contiguous OFDM (NC-OFDM); the multi-carrier communication systems such as multiple
input multiple output-OFDM (MIMO-OFDM) systems; and most FBMC schemes such as filter bank
OFDM-OQAM and GFDM based schemes. CE schemes can broadly be classified into non-blind
(pilot based), semi-blind and blind techniques [82]. In this regard, we classify the CE schemes that have
been explored in literature for various wireless communication systems in Figure 12, while explaining
the three major class of the CE schemes.
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3.1.1. Overview of Pilot Based (Non-Blind) CE
Non-blind CE can either be data-aided (training-based) or decision directed CE, as depicted
in Figure 12. In training-based CE, also known as pilot-assisted CE, training sequences called pilot
symbols, which are known to the receiver, are transmitted along with the data symbols for efficient
estimation of the channel [83–85]. If the density of the training symbols used is high, the system CE
accuracy improves tremendously; however, the spectral efficiency of the system is decreased due to the
introduction of overhead by the pilot symbols [83]. Several works have been reported in the literature
to address the challenges of pilot-assisted CE schemes for various telecommunication techniques such
as SISO-OFDM, NC-OFDM and MIMO-OFDM schemes. In [86], the performances of two time domain
CE techniques named least square (LS) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) CE schemes are
investigated for OFDM systems in a slow fading multipath channel. The basic LS and MMSE channel
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estimates as reported in [86] are modified and estimated through multipath fading channel assuming
different number of taps. It is observed from results obtained in [86] that the MMSE CE scheme
demonstrates superior performances over LS in terms of mean square error (MSE) and symbol error
rate (SER) at various levels of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In [73], the performances of three CE schemes
(LS, linear MMSE (LMMSE) and least mean square (LMS)) are investigated for SISO-OFDM based
transceivers under two channel types: auto-regressive based fading channel and multi-path Rayleigh
fading channel. In addition, [73] assumed different kinds of pilot arrangements while adopting M-ary
quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM), where M=16, quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK),
binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and differential QPSK (DQPSK) as the underlying modulation
schemes. In [87], the challenges of pilot-aided CE in OFDM systems are addressed using time domain
channel statistics on an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Channel estimation schemes
such as LS, MMSE and DFT based CE were deployed in [87]. In addition, in [87], the autocorrelation
matrix of the channel and the noise variance are obtained using noise suppressed channel impulse
response where results are analysed in terms of MSE and SER. From the results obtained, the MMSE
estimation scheme demonstrates the best performance in comparison to the LS and DFT based CE
schemes, and the LS offered the worst performance. A comparison of two pilot-aided CE techniques is
analysed in [88] for OFDM systems, where the performances of maximum likelihood estimator (MLS)
and Bayesian MMSE estimator (BMMSEE) are investigated. The MLE does not require information
of the SNR and channel statistics while the BMMSEE exploits prior information about the channel.
This makes the MLE simpler to implement but the BMMSEE demonstrated a better accuracy at
low SNR. However, it is concluded that, at higher and intermediate SNR, the performances of both
schemes are comparable. The CP that is inserted into the conventional OFDM system offers enhanced
robustness for combating the undesirable effects of multipath fading. OQAM is adopted in digital
communication systems for maintaining the orthogonality of sub-carriers as they transmit their signals
over the wireless fading channels. The inclusion of CP to OFDM systems using OQAM modulation
(that is, CP-OQAM-OFDM) can be used to ensure quality signal reception at the receiver end. In [89],
the performances of two estimators named weighted least squares (WLS) and pairs of pilots (PoP) are
analysed for CP-OQAM-OFDM system, where corresponding Crame´r–Rao bounds (CRB) are used for
comparison. The proposed PoP channel estimator in [89] offers lower computational complexity at the
receiver as compared to the transmitter. This estimator offered good and similar bit error rate (BER)
CE performance in comparison with WLS estimator.
In decision directed CE (DDCE), training symbols are adopted for CE as well as the re-modulated
detected message symbols [85,90,91]. In these CE schemes, CE of previous symbols is used for data
detection of the current estimates after which the newly detected data are used for estimating the
current channel. The detection of data in DDCE can be achieved either by hard or soft decision
where bitwise detection is adopted for soft decision and a specific constellation is forced for hard
decision [92]. An MSE expression for DFT based DDCE schemes in M-ary phase shift keying (MPSK)
for LTE-A downlink transmission system is proposed in [93]. Simulation results from this scheme are
compared with practical systems based on long term evolution-advanced (LTE-A) downlink standards.
Moreover, in [94], a novel soft DDCE technique is proposed that estimates the channel of interfering
signals based on demodulation reference signal (DM-RS) using virtual pilot signals (VPS) for multiuser
MIMO-OFDM (MU MIMO-OFDM) based transmission scheme. In this algorithm, reliable data tones
are chosen from the desired and interfering signals as VPS, after which the quality of CE is improved
by using iterative detection and decoding (IDD) scheme. The proposed algorithm shows superior
performance gain over the conventional approaches that adopt either single user detection (SUD)
or multiuser detection (MUD) such as the conventional MMSE for both SUD and MUD. It is worth
mentioning that several pilot-based (or non-blind) CE techniques with captivating results (apart from
the above mentioned) have been set down in writing for SISO cyclic prefix based OFDM systems.
Some of these techniques are compared and summarised in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summary of CE techniques for non-filtered multicarrier modulation schemes.
Reference Aim of Research CE Schemes Applied Applicable Techniqueor Waveform Approach Obtained Results
[86]
Time domain channel
statistics pilot based CE over
AWGN
LS and MMSE Pilot-based CE forSISO-CP-OFDM
CE modifications assuming finite
length impulse response
MMSE CE demonstrated superior
performance over LS CE in terms of MSE
and BER
[87]
Time domain channel
statistics pilot based CE over
AWGN
LS, MMSE and DFT
based CE
Pilot-based CE for
SISO-CP-OFDM
Time domain estimation of noise
variance and channel
autocorrelation estimation using
denoise CIR
The MMSE estimator demonstrated
superior performance to DFT based CE
with LS offering the worst CE performance
[88]
Performance investigation of
MLE and Bayesian MMSEE
estimators over multipath
fading channel
MLE and Bayesian MMSEE Pilot-aided CE forSISO-CP-OFDM
Bayesian MMSEE Exploitation of
prior channel information
• CE at bandwidth edges are worse
than CE in the middle
• Bayesian MMSEE performs better
than MLE at low SNR
• Bayesian MMSEE and MLE have
comparable performances as SNR
increase
[89]
To design optimal
CE schemes for
CP-OQAM-OFDM
system in comparison to
OQAM-OFDM system
WLS and PoP estimators Pilot-aided CE forSISO-CP-OQAM-OFDM
• Insertion of zero symbols for
interference avoidance and
minimisation of weighted least
square error for WLS estimator
• Transmitter pilot design
determined by real data
symbols
• PoP offered similar BER performance
for CP-OQAM-OFDM with low
computational complexity as
compared to WLS
• The estimators offer better robustness
to multipath delay spread for
CP-OQAM-OFDM especially in
broadband systems in comparison to
OQAM-OFDM systems
[93]
Development of an analytic
MSE formula for DDCE
schemes in M-ary PSK
modulated OFDM
Two dimensional DFT based
DDCE
Pilot-based CE for
SISO-CP-OFDM based on
LTE/LTE-A
Dependent and identically
distributed coded bit error
Simulated MSE performance obtained
using the developed formula matches
practical values for downlink
LTE-A systems
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Table 3. Cont.
Reference Aim of Research CE Schemes Applied Applicable Techniqueor Waveform Approach Obtained Results
[94]
Design of a novel CE
technique for MU-MIMO
OFDM systems
Virtual pilot based CE using
iterative detection and
decoding (IDD)
Pilot-assisted DDCE for
MIMO -OFDM
• Estimation of channel
information of interfering
signals using demodulation
reference signal (DM-RS)
• CE improvement using reliable
data tones form desired and
interfering signals
Proposed estimator achieves substantial
block error rate (BLER) performance gain
over conventional single user CE schemes
such as MMSE with SUD and MUD
[95]
Development of an inverse
channel based blind CE
(ICBCE) scheme for
CP-OFDM to improve the
CE performance with limited
number of received blocks
ICBCE for CP-OFDM Blind CE for SISO-CP-OFDM
• Development of a
predetermined null subspace
that corresponds to the
transmitted CP-OFDM signal
vector subspace
• Exploitation of the inverse CIR
vector orthogonality property
to predetermined
null subspace
• ICBCE scheme outperforms the
existing re-modulation based blind CE
(RMBCE) and repetition based blind
CE (RPBCE) techniques in terms of
MSE at low numbers of received
blocks and SNR values
• ICBCE offered lowest implementation
complexity
[96]
Design of a novel semi-blind
iterative space alternating
generalised expectation
(SAGE) based CE for
massive MIMO systems
Semi-blind iterative SAGE
CE
Pilot/data-assisted SAGE
based CE for Massive MIMO
Iterative update of pilot based
MMSE using SAGE algorithm
• The proposed SAGE based estimator
converges in almost a single iteration
• Proposed estimator offers improved
BER/MSE performance over existing
pilot and data-aided channel
estimators in pilot
contaminated scenarios
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Table 3. Cont.
Reference Aim of Research CE Schemes Applied Applicable Techniqueor Waveform Approach Obtained Results
[97]
Design of blind ML detection
with single orthogonal space
time block codes OFDM
(OSTBC-OFDM) blocks
Semi-blind/blind CE based
on use of minimal
training sequence
Semi-blind/blind CE for
OSTBC-OFDM
• Grouping of subchannels for
reduction complexity detection
schemes using low complexity
cyclic ML scheme
• Use of limited pilots for
ensuring a probability one
identifiability condition in
semi-blind estimation
• The proposed scheme outperforms
pilot-based LS and differential
technique in terms SER
• The proposed scheme achieves lower
computational complexity in
comparison to non-blind counterparts
[98]
Design of a low complexity
semi-blind CE technique and
recording scheme for
two-way relay networks
Semi-blind CE based on MSE
Second order statistics based
semi-blind CE for two-way
relay networks
• Pre-coding based on rotation
based matrix and composite
CIR of source-relay-destination
links based on second order
statistics of received signals
• Using small training blocks
• MSE evaluation of CE for
infinite number of data blocks
and high SNR regime
• The NMSE of the estimates is
inversely proportional to the SNR
• The NMSE of the estimates is also
inversely proportional to the
data block
[99]
Derivation of a
quasi-Newton based
procedure for semi-blind CE
in uplink cloud radio access
networks (C-RANs)
Semi-blind CE based on
quasi-Newton method data symbols CE method
• Implementation of initial CSI
• Brayben, Fletcher, Goldfarb
and Shanno (BFGS) algorithm
using data and pilot symbols
for estimating CSI using
ML principle
• The proposed scheme offers
significant MSE improvement by the
utilisation of data symbols over
conventional LS CE
• The spectral efficiency of the system is
improved because data symbols are
utilised instead of increasing number
of pilot symbols that can create
an overhead
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In recent times, NC-OFDM has been proposed for higher data rates transmission in cognitive
radio context [100,101]. This NC-OFDM technique employs the use of continuous/contiguous blocks
of sub-carriers for the transmission of data symbols. In these systems, the sub-carriers been utilised by
the PUs are deactivated by the secondary users (SUs) with the sole aim of avoiding license users (LUs)
interference [102,103]. Channel estimation is not well studied for NC-OFDM [103]; however, some CE
algorithms have been proposed and implemented in the literature by many researchers to improve
the performance of the NC-OFDM system. According to [104], it has been proven that equispaced
and equipowered pilot tones yields the optimal pilot design for conventional OFDM but this does not
hold true for an NC-OFDM system. A new pilot symbol design for CE in NC-OFDM based cognitive
radio systems is proposed in [105]. In this proposed method, convex optimisation and cross entropy
optimisation are adopted for designing of pilot symbols with the purpose of minimising the MSE of the
channel estimate for frequency selective fading channels. In [100], a new LS CE algorithm is proposed
for NC-OFDM systems in cognitive radio context. In this proposed scheme, LS CE is adopted and
modified for obtaining the channel fading coefficient of sub-carriers that transmits the pilot symbols.
Least square CE with IDFT based noise reduction is proposed to improve CE accuracy while pilot-block
average based noised reduction (PBANR) is proposed to further improve the performance of CE for
slow time-varying channels. Simulation results show that these proposed algorithms offer better
performance than the conventional LS CE method. An improved time domain CE method based
on the principles of spectrum sensing adopted at transmitter and receiver is proposed in [101] in
order to improve the performance and reduce noise for NC-OFDM systems. This proposed method
outperforms the DFT based and the conventional LS CE methods.
On the other hand, the greedy algorithms include matching pursuit (MP), orthogonal matching
pursuit (OMP), stagewise orthogonal matching pursuit (StOMP), regularised orthogonal matching
pursuit (ROMP), and compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP). Active research is carried
out in the field of CS which finds many applications in mathematics and signal processing
communities [106]. The application of CS techniques to sparse CE employs fewer pilot symbols
to estimate the channel. Two main classes of algorithms are considered for CE based on CS in [107]:
convex optimisers (linear programming) and greedy algorithms. The linear programming method
is based on basic pursuit (BP) and gradient projection for sparse reconstruction (GPRSR), subspace
pursuit (SP), and sparsity adaptive matching pursuit (SAMP) algorithms. For NC-OFDM systems,
sparse CE techniques have been implemented using OMP and SAMP algorithms. In [108], CE based on
CS is investigated where the subspace pursuit algorithm is deployed. The authors of [107] investigated
CS based CE, where OMP, SAMP and modified adaptive matching pursuit (MAMP) algorithms are
adopted to estimate the channel for NC-OFDM based transceivers. Results were obtained in terms
of the MSE, where the MAMP, SAMP, and OMP show superior performance in descending order as
compared to the LS method.
Channel estimation is proposed for SC-FDMA communication systems in [109–111]. Three novel
CE methods are proposed in [109] for estimating the channel fading coefficients of LTE based SC-FDMA
systems over time-varying multipath channels. The estimators are named frequency domain LS (FDLS),
frequency domain LMMSE (FDLMMSE) and FDLS estimator with constant windowing (FDLS/CWD).
The proposed FDLS CE in this research work [109] is different from the conventional LS technique as it
consists of three components that include: the FD real CIR on individual sub-carriers over a symbol
duration, the inter-channel interference term and the noise term. The proposed FDLMMSE estimator
takes into account the channel auto-covariance matrix, the initial FDLS CIR, as well as the transfer
domain AWGN power. One significant feature which distinguishes the proposed FDLMMSE estimator
from the conventional LMMSE scheme is the assumption that the receiver at any instance of time has
an on-time correlation matrix. To enhance the CE performance in noise-dominant environment, the
FDLS/CWD channel estimate is proposed by exploiting the correlation of the channel transfer function
(CTF). In the CWD approach, a regular sliding window is adopted for smoothening the obtained
FDLS channel estimates on sub-carriers. Results obtained demonstrate that the FDLMMSE estimator
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offers the best performance in terms of MSE, and the FDLS estimator offers the worst performance
at low SNR values. The FDLS/CWD shows similar BER performance to FDLMMSE at low SNRs
while exhibiting degradation in performance at high SNR values due to the effects of self-interference.
Hence, the FDLMMSE channel estimator offers the best performance in both low and high SNR
ranges. In [110], an improved CE based on DFT-LS is proposed in comparison to conventional LS and
traditional DFT-LS methods. In the proposed improved DFT-LS estimator, conventional LS estimated
values are improved upon by time-domain extraction of the CIR length through in and out estimation
of the CP which is set to a particular threshold in order to eliminate the system generated noise. The
proposed improved DFT-LS CE algorithms demonstrated superior BER performances in low SNR
values. At higher SNR values, the proposed estimator performances deteriorate rapidly in proportion
to the selection of the threshold value that is employed for the elimination of noise. The performances
of channel estimators such as LS, FIR, Gauss–Markov (GM), LMMSE and NLMS are analysed in [111]
for SC-FDMA systems at three different user speeds of 3 km/h, 50 km/h and 120 km/h. Results
obtained in terms of SER demonstrate that all compared CE schemes exhibit similar performances,
although the LMMSE estimation scheme offers the best CE performance for SC-FDMA multiplexing
schemes at low SNR ranges under very low user speed (3 km/h) conditions. The GM algorithm offers
the best CE performance at high SNR values under same conditions. Similarly, at medium user speed
(50 km/h), the LMMSE estimator offers the best CE performance at low SNR ranges while GFDM
estimator performs best under high SNR conditions. In both low and high SNR conditions, LMMSE CE
demonstrates the best performance as compared to all the estimators under very high speed conditions
(120 km/h).
BFDM is a waveform under potential consideration for next-generation networks which employs
well-localised pulse shapes at both transmitter and receiver [37]. The applied transmitter and
receiver localised pulse shapes are designed to be bi-orthogonal to each other where the high quality
frequency localisation of transmit pulses offer extra robustness against Doppler effects (frequency
dispersion). The good time localisation of the pulses gives extra robustness to this multicarrier
system against the effects of multipath fading (time dispersion) using OQAM technique. CE for
BFDM-OQAM transceivers is still an open research area. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, the
only research work documented to analyse the performance of CE schemes for BFDM-OQAM is
in [112]. In [112], a low complexity ML based channel estimator is proposed for BFDM-OQAM
systems in dispersive time-varying channels which uses the correlation matrix of channel parameters
for CE. The performance analysis of the proposed ML-based CE as reported in [112] demonstrates
that the estimator offers appreciable robustness against frequency dispersion of channels. UFMC
is a novel waveform that combines the simplicity features of CP-OFDM systems in addition to the
robustness of FBMC systems. Due to the familiarity of these systems (UFMC) with conventional
OFDM systems, UFMC is also known as universal filtered OFDM (UF-OFDM) [113]. CE is also
not well researched for UFMC systems in the literature. The authors of [113] studied and analysed
the performance of CE in UFMC based systems. In this study, the procedure and performance of
pilot-aided CE are investigated for UFMC systems where it is revealed that training based CE and pilot
structure is applicable to UFMC systems by pre-compensation of the FIR filter at the transmitter. In the
investigated CE method, raw channel estimates are obtained at pilot locations using LS and LMMSE
schemes where the obtained estimates are subsequently improved using the sliding window (SW)
approach. In the SW approach, the variance of the noise signal is significantly reduced in proportion
to the SW size. The performances of the investigated CE schemes are analysed using three kinds of
communication channels which include AWGN channel, frequency-flat fading channel (with user
travelling at 50 km/h) and frequency-selective fading vehicular-A channel. Simulation results obtained
show that the UFMC system achieves the same or slightly better SER performance in comparison to
LTE based CP-OFDM systems under all considered channel conditions using SW algorithm.
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3.1.2. Overview of Semi-Blind Channel Estimation
In semi-blind CE, signal’s statistical properties as well as training sequences are incorporated to
estimate the CIR of the channel. This means that semi-blind methods are hybridisation of the pilot
based techniques and blind methods. In [96], semi-blind iterative SAGE maximisation CE algorithm
is proposed for massive MIMO systems that makes use of data symbols for CE. In this system, the
base station is assumed to have knowledge of its own cell’s large scale fading coefficients without
being aware of interfering cells. This novel CE algorithm is designed to update the training-based
MMSE CE iteratively using SAGE algorithm where the initial estimate is improved by employing
pilot symbols and soft information of the transmitted data. This proposed algorithm demonstrates
superior performance in comparison with other semi-blind and blind CE schemes reported in the
literature. In [98], a low complexity pre-coding and semi-blind CE scheme is proposed for a two-way
multi-relay networks under frequency selective fading channels. The proposed method makes use of
a rotation based matrix for pre-coding, and the composite CIR of each source relay-destination link is
estimated using second-order statistics of the received signals. A small number of pilot symbols is
adopted to eliminate the ambiguity in the proposed CE which is caused by the channel information
of the direct link. The results obtained in [98] shows that the MSE of the channel estimate varies
inversely to the number of training blocks and the SNR as the number of data blocks approaches
infinity. It is worth mentioning that a quasi-Newton method for semi-blind CE named BFGS estimation
scheme is proposed in [99] for uplink C-RANs. The CE scheme utilises unknown data symbols and
known training sequence to estimate the channel distortion. Furthermore, Ban, Y. [99] adopted the
maximum likelihood (ML) principle to improve the performance of the CE. Results show that their
algorithm decreases the overhead of bandwidth without sacrificing the MSE performance. Besides,
the semi-blind algorithm demonstrates high data throughput and spectral efficiency for C-RAN as
compared to the pilot aided CE scheme investigated in [99].
3.1.3. Overview of Blind Channel Estimation
The blind CE scheme requires many data and it is known for exploiting the statistical and
mathematical properties of the transmitted data [92]. As shown in Figure 12, the blind CE techniques in
the literature fall under two class: deterministic and statistical blind CE. Deterministic CE schemes offer
better performance in comparison to statistical CE schemes at the expense of very high computational
complexities which further increases with increase in the modulation constellation order. Blind CE
schemes are known to be bandwidth efficient since they do not require training symbols in order to
estimate the channel. However, they usually exhibit very high computational complexity.
Several works in the literature adopt the blind CE techniques for different wireless communication
technologies. A subspace based blind CE (SBCE) algorithm that is not affected by null subspace CE
errors caused by noise and fading algorithm is proposed for CP-OFDM (ICBCE) schemes in [95].
The performance of this algorithm is compared with two conventional SBCE CE algorithms: RPBCE
scheme and RMBCE scheme. It is known from the literature that the RPBCE scheme exhibits very
high computational complexity. As such, the RMBCE scheme is designed to offer lower computational
complexity in comparison to RPBCE schemes. Nevertheless, the performances of both schemes are
similar. The ICBCE algorithm outperforms both conventional SBCE schemes (that is, RMBCE and
RPBCE) in terms of MSE at low SNR values and it also offers lower computational complexity. Several
OSTBC based MIMO-OFDM schemes have been reported in the literature and are designed to exploit
the OSTBC structure together with the inter-sub-carrier relationships caused by the FIR channel
model. These CE schemes are known for their very high computational complexities. Some works
(such as the sub-channel grouping technique) have proposed different methods capable of reducing
the computational complexities of existing OSTBC CE schemes.
Most blind CE algorithms are usually applicable to a single block of OSTBC-OFDM data [97]
and are only efficient in flat fading channels especially in MIMO-OFDM schemes. In [114], a blind
CE scheme is proposed for OSTBC-OFDM schemes that take advantage of the structural properties
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of OSTBCs, where the processing across all sub-carriers are done coherently. This proposed scheme
is efficient in time-varying channels and has no limitations on the number of transmit and receive
antennas in comparison to other schemes. The algorithm proposed in [114] exploits a semi-definite
relaxation (SDR) technique for converting the blind CE problem to a convex semi-definite programming
(SDP) form. Substantial simulation performance is demonstrated in comparison with several
conventional blind MIMO-OFDM based CE schemes in the paper [114]. It was mentioned in Section
2.4.2, that the addition of CP to CP-OFDM based transceivers for the purpose of combatting ISI
and ICI, as well as the appending of training symbols for the purpose of CE results into significant
degradation in system spectral efficiency. The performance of isotropic orthogonal transform (IOTA)
based multicarrier transceiver is proposed as an alternative to CP-OFDM systems. This technique
employs the use of well-designed pulse shaping with good frequency and time localisation properties
for limiting system interference, as well as sustaining sub-carrier orthogonality in real field without
the use of CP.
3.2. Channel Estimation for Filter Bank OFDM-OQAM
CE is currently an active research area for FBMC-OQAM based transceivers [115–117],
while different CE schemes have also been proposed in the literature for filter bank OFDM-OQAM
systems. The CE schemes for filter bank OFDM-OQAM can be broadly classified as preamble based
or scattered plot based CE. Accordingly, we classify the CE techniques adopted in the literature for
filter bank OFDM-OQAM in Figure 13. Besides, we present a review of the CE techniques shown in
Figure 13.
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Figure 13. CE schemes for filter bank OFDM-OQAM.
In [118], pilot aided channel estimation schemes are implemented for estimating channel
coefficients in OFDM-OQAM based communication system. A new preamble aided estimation
scheme named modified interference approximation method (MIAM) is developed from the original
interference approximation method (IAM) scheme for estimating channel conditions. The results
are compared with existing methods such as the wide and narrow auxiliary pilot (AP) schemes.
The proposed scheme (MIAM) is designed to solve the suffering of pilot symbol imaginary interference.
However, from the results obtained, AP scheme achieves better estimation performance in terms
of mean square error and bit error rate. In [119], a preamble-based CE scheme is proposed to
improve the existing IAM estimation method. The IAM CE technique depends on the knowledge
of pilot neighbourhood for the approximation of interference in order to improve CE performance.
This technique (IAM) consists of IAM-R and IAM-C where R and C are real and imaginary pilot
symbols, respectively. In the IAM-C method, the pilot symbols are imaginary (complex) where
offset quadrature phase shift keying (OQPSK) is assumed. The proposed algorithm in [119] extends
the IAM pilot-based algorithms (which have nulls at neighbouring time instants) and is built into
a structure that consists of significantly larger pseudo-pilots. This new structure is called extended
IAM-C (E-IAM-C). From this work, the proposed E-IAM-C algorithm provided a better estimation
performance when compared to IAM-R and IAM-C. In [120], a short preamble-based CE algorithm is
developed where the preamble consists of only one pilot FBMC symbol for highly frequency selective
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channels in OFDM-OQAM systems. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of this algorithm
in both frequency and time domain IAM-C CE methods for mildly and highly frequency selective
channels. A novel pilot design scheme named composite pilot pair (CPP) which takes advantage of
the filter’s localisation properties for a simple CE method at receiver is proposed in [121]. It captures
the major part of channel induced distortions. The results are compared with existing AP schemes
in terms of mean square error (MSE) and un-coded BER. The proposed CCP demonstrates superior
performance in comparison to the existing AP schemes. In [122], a novel preamble-based algorithm is
proposed for narrowband per-subcarrier maximum likelihood (ML) CE. This new method is based on
the ML channel estimator. The major extension in this method involves the assumption that only the
training sequence transmitted in the observed sub-carrier is known while unknown (data) symbols are
transmitted in two neighbouring sub-carriers that are immediately adjacent to themselves. This new
CE method is improved using the expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm and it is designed to
iteratively approach and improve the ML estimator’s performance. The EM-ML channel estimator
is known for providing an increase in spectral efficiency as only a few numbers of sub-carriers are
filled with training symbols. In [115], a performance comparison between two models for the received
sub-carrier signals is made. This includes a per-subcarrier broadband channel model as well as its
narrowband equivalent. Three cases of interference embedded CE schemes are considered and applied
to both the broadband and narrowband channel models. These interference embedded CE techniques
involve CE in the presence of ISI only, ICI only and in situations of both ICI and ISI. From the results
obtained, both broadband- and narrowband-based models offer the best normalised mean square
error (NMSE) performances when only ISI is considered. ICI comes next in estimation performance
while estimation in the presence of both ICI and ISI offers the worst CE performance. Estimation
of time-varying channels is adopted in [123] where dual optimal Kalman filters are introduced for
estimating fading channel statistics as well as their unknown pth order autoregressive parameters in
an OFDM-OQAM based wireless system. This proposed method estimates the fading coefficients at
pilot symbol positions while linear, spline and low-pass interpolation are adopted for estimating data
position fading coefficients.
3.3. Channel Estimation for Filter Bank GFDM
Channel estimation for filter bank GFDM is a new research area waiting to be exploited, especially
in filter bank GFDM-OQAM. Very little research has been carried out in this area in terms of developing
algorithms for estimating the channel fading. In fact, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no CE
algorithm has been proposed in the literature for filter bank GFDM-OQAM. As such, more work can be
done in this research area in order to effectively estimate the channel distortion, in particular, adopting
the semi-blind and blind based CE techniques. Nevertheless, we classify the techniques adopted to
estimate the channel distortion in filter bank GFDM in Figure 14. The classification is based on the
general knowledge of CE techniques. Moreover, we summarise some of the CE technique adopted in
filter bank GFDM in Table 4.
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Table 4. Summary of CE techniques for filter bank multicarrier modulation schemes.
Reference Aim of Research CE Schemes Applied Applicable Technique orWaveform Approach Obtained Results
[51]
Modification of GFDM systems
for CE using orthogonal pilot
insertion method for interference
free CE
Interference free pilot
insertion (IFPI) based CE
Pilot-assisted CE for
GFDM transceivers
Insertion of pilot subsymbols such
that received symbol frequency
domain at pilot frequencies have no
influence from the data subsymbols
for IFPI CE
• IFPI GFDM has slightly higher OOB
emission as compared with the
conventional GFDM.
• The MSE of the proposed IFPI
technique is identical to the
conventional OFDM
• The PAPR of proposed IFPI GFDM is
higher than the basic GFDM
[112]
Reduced complexity CE for
BFDM-OQAM transceivers in
dispersive time-varying channels
Training-based CE for
BFDM-OQAM
ML based CE for
BFDM-OQAM
based transceivers
ML CE based on use of
correlation matrix
Proposed estimator offers significant
robustness against Doppler spread
[113]
CE for UFMC based transceivers
using FIR pre-compensation and
SW approach
Pilot-aided CE for UFMC
based transceivers
LS and LMMSE based
approach for UFMC
systems
• Training-based CE by FIR filter
pre-compensation at transmitter
• Reforming of obtained raw
channel estimate using SW
approach
UFMC achieves the same or slightly better
SER performance under AWGN and
frequency/flat fading vehicular-A channels
in comparison to CP-OFDM systems using
SW approach
[115]
Development of a novel
narrowband per-subcarrier ML
CE scheme for FBMC systems
EM based CE Preamble-based CE forFBMC based transceivers
• EM-ML CE under the
assumption that only pilot
symbols transmitted in observer
sub-carrier is known while
unknown data symbols using the
two immediate adjacent
sub-carriers
• The CE method is based on the
EM algorithm„ which allows the
performance to converge
iteratively to the ML solution
The EM-ML estimator offers improvement
in spectral efficiency using few sub-carriers
that are filled with training symbols
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Table 4. Cont.
Reference Aim of Research CE Schemes Applied Applicable Technique orWaveform Approach Obtained Results
[119]
Performance analysis of
Extended-IAM preamble-based
CE scheme in comparison to IAM
scheme
E-IAM preamble based
CE
Preamble-based CE for
Filter bank OFDM-OQAM
Design of a preamble structure which
exploits the symmetry of the
interference weights for generating
pseudo-pilots of higher magnitude
than IAM-C
The E-IAM-C algorithm demonstrates
superiority over IAM-R and IAM-C
techniques in terms of NMSE at various
SNR values over mildly and highly
frequency selective fading channels
[118]
Development of two novel CE
schemes for filter bank
OFDM-OQAM based transceivers
Pair of real Pilots (PoP)
and IAM preamble based
CE
Pilot-based CE for
OFDM-OQAM
• Design of CE without requiring
the a priori knowledge of the
orthogonal prototype function
(PoP).
• Design of CE using knowledge of
the orthogonal prototype
function with approximation of
the interference term at the
receiver side (IAM)
OQAM-IAM method demonstrated
superior performance in comparison to
OQAM-PoP in both CP-OFDM and
OFDM-OQAM based transceivers
[122]
Performance comparison of three
variants of interference
embedded CE
• CE in the presence
of ISI only
• CE in the presence
of ICI only
• CE in the presence
of both ISI and ICI
Preamble-based CE for
FBMC-OQAM based
transceivers
• Estimation using
broadband-based channel model
• Estimation using
narrowband-based channel
model
• Both broadband and narrowband
models offered good CE performance
in terms of NMSE in the presence of
ISI only
• Both broadband models offered poor
performance in presence of both ICI
and ISI
[124]
Design of training sequence for
IQ imbalance and CE in GFDM
systems with low
complexity receiver
Training sequence design
for IQ imbalance
estimation
Preamble-based CE for
GFDM transceivers
Sparse frequency domain based
training sequence design over low
complexity GFDM systems
The proposed technique improves the BER
performance of GFDM systems in
comparison to uncompensated case
[125]
• Design of a novel iterative
CE scheme based on OMP
CS technology for GFDM
transceivers
• Derivation of CRB for CE in
GFDM transceivers
CS based OMP CE Pilot-based CE for GFDMtransceivers
Adoption of OMP technology for
accurate CE to yield precise
reconstruction of ICI
• Simulation results confirmed the
efficient performance of the proposed
CS based OMP CE scheme over severe
interference cases
• Performance of proposed estimator is
equivalent to CRB methods
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In [126], two novel pilot based CE methods (pilot interference cancellation (Pilot-IC) and
transmitter interference cancellation (Tx-IC) are proposed for estimating the fading channel coefficients
for GFDM based transceivers with QAM modulation (GFDM-QAM). In Pilot-IC, interference is only
pre-cancelled at pilot symbols while interference is simultaneously pre-cancelled at both pilot and
data symbols for Tx-IC. These estimation algorithms are realised with scattered pilots over time and
frequency grid, thereby ensuring a reduction in overhead. Thus, this makes it possible to estimate
the channel fading over frequency selective and time-varying channels. The performances of the two
proposed CE schemes are analysed in terms of MSE and un-coded BER for time-invariant frequency
selective pedestrian B (PB) channels, where pilot symbols are scattered over the sub-carriers of one
GFDM symbol with interpolation performed in the frequency domain.
Moreover, in [126], the CE performances of the two proposed algorithms are compared with the
CE performance of conventional OFDM. The initial results obtained show that the two proposed
algorithms demonstrate the same MSE performance and comparable performance with OFDM.
The performances of both CE techniques are analysed for matched filtering (MF) and zero forcing
(ZF) receivers using the same PB channel. It is observed from the un-coded BER performances that
both pilot-IC and Tx-IC have the same BER performance, which is also comparable to OFDM systems.
The BER performance of the two proposed CE algorithms for GFDM system is analysed for various
transceiver settings over AWGN channel. It is observed that GFDM systems using Tx-IC transmitter
as well as MF receiver with Tx-IC CE offers relatively the same performance as GFDM system with
Pilot-IC transmitter and zero forcing receivers with Pilot-IC CE. Since the two proposed CE schemes
demonstrate similar performances, it is concluded in [126] that interference can be cancelled at either
the transmitter or the receiver.
In [125], the proposed CE scheme in [126] is compared with a novel CE scheme that is based on
CS technology by the exploitation of approximate sparsity of CIR for accurate reconstruction of the
channel state information (CSI) using few pilot symbols. The proposed novel OMP CS based iterative
CE for GFDM in [125] is used for accurate estimation of the CIR so as to precisely reconstruct the
interference caused by sub-carriers without added penalty. Simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed OMP based CE scheme in [125] efficiently reduces the inherent ISI that is experienced at
the receiver of the GFDM system without transmitting power penalty as compared to the existing
Tx-IC method developed in [126]. In addition, when simulated using an MMSE receiver, the proposed
OMP based CE scheme offers a performance that is almost equivalent to the CRB method proposed
in [127]. As a result of the huge demand for the available scarce frequency spectrum, more devices
are required to accommodate the improved features such as low-power consumption, low cost and
computational complexity. The design improvements are considered in order to enhance the QoS
delivery and QoE of network users. However, there is usually manufacturing imperfections that
arise due to IQ (inphase (I) and quadrature (Q)) imbalance, which can occur either at the transmitter
or receiver front-end. The imbalance consequently results in performance degradation of general
wireless communication networks [124]. To reduce the undesired effects of IQ imbalance, training
sequence design is investigated in [124]. The training sequence is used for estimating the IQ imbalance
parameters on GFDM low complexity receivers over frequency selective channels. This shows an
improvement in pilot overhead in comparison to the OFDM based estimation schemes. Moreover, the
results demonstrate that the proposed scheme efficiently improves the BER performance of the GFDM
based transceivers in comparison to uncompensated cases while providing reliable performances and
robustness at extreme IQ imbalance environment.
In [50], a novel CE method is proposed which demonstrates superior performance over
conventional LS method when employing several pilot symbols per sub-carrier. The optimal choice of
pilot design is analysed for GFDM systems where the performance of different pilot patterns such as
block-type and rectangular grid is investigated. It is observed from simulation results that GFDM CE
under rectangular grid pilot patterns attains better system performance in comparison to situations
where pilots are distributed in different sub-carriers. It is also uncovered from this work [50] that
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GFDM demonstrates equivalent performance in comparison with OFDM systems when robust code
rates (for instance, 1/3 code rate) are employed while the performance significantly improves at higher
code rates (5/6 code rate) as a result of better interference rejection ratio in the GFDM system.
To enhance system performances such as ultra-low latency, low OOB emission, robustness
to interference and very high reliability for the emerging next-generation networks, a frequency
domain IFPI scheme is developed in [51] for estimating the CIR of non-orthogonal multicarrier
systems such as 2× 2 MIMO-GFDM system over multipath fading channel with Rayleigh distribution.
The performances of OFDM CE is used as a benchmark for analysing the impact of the proposed
frequency domain IFPI method on signal properties such as peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR)
and power spectral densities (PSD)/OOB emission in comparison to GFDM based transceivers. The
results obtained in terms of OOB emission demonstrate that the proposed IFPI GFDM system has
slightly OOB emission in comparison to the conventional GFDM signals while windowed GFDM offers
equivalent OOB radiation in comparison to the proposed IFPI GFDM. The MSE of this IFPI proposed
technique is also compared with conventional OFDM systems and basic GFDM CE. It is observed that
the MSE performance of the IFPI technique is identical to that of conventional OFDM as a result of the
orthogonality of the pilot symbols to the data symbols. The basic GFDM CE demonstrates a large error
floor at high SNR due to the significant effects of interference. The PAPR performance of the basic
GFDM is also investigated in comparison to the proposed IFPI GFDM method where it is observed
that the PAPR of IFPI GFDM increases due to orthogonal pilot insertion in comparison to basic GFDM.
Pilot-assisted CE is also studied in [52] for MIMO-GFDM systems in the presence of ISI, ICI
and inter-antenna interference (IAI) which constitute substantial challenges to the design of the
MIMO-GFDM based system. The performance of two known CE schemes (LS and LMMSE) is analysed
for pilot-assisted MIMO-GFDM CE in comparison with OFDM systems. The results obtained show
that the MSE CE performance of GFDM system contains an error floor resulting from the generated
interference precipitating from the data symbols while the MSE is observed to decrease linearly with
SNR for OFDM systems. When the CE performance is analysed in terms of SER under OFDM and
MIMO-GFDM genie-aided receiver, it is observed (from the obtained results) that the SER of the GFDM
system consists of an error floor at higher SNRs as a result of the CE error floor while the SER of
OFDM CE proportionally decreases with increase in SNR. The LMMSE estimation which exploits a
priori knowledge of channel statistics offered better CE quality in comparison to LS estimation but
at high computational complexity. This means that CE for basic GFDM and MIMO-GFDM systems
is still an open research area. The performances of semi-blind and blind CE for GFDM system is an
open research area that can be evaluated for improving the performances of existing non-orthogonal
waveforms for the emerging next generation (5G) networks. In adaptive CE schemes, the parameters of
the estimator are updated continuously/adaptively in such a way that the channel and noise statistics
are not necessary. The performance analysis of pilot, semi-blind and blind-based adaptive CE schemes
for the mentioned potential non-orthogonal waveforms for 5G is another open research problem
especially as the signals propagate across highly frequency selective multipath fading communication
channels.
4. System Model Description of FBMC OFDM-OQAM and GFDM-OQAM
Filter bank multi-carrier is proposed to be an alternative MCM scheme that improves
on the shortcomings of OFDM based systems while emphasis is made on spectral efficiency
improvement [10,128]. FBMC systems employ the use of finite impulse response prototype filters that
possess longer impulse response than the symbol period (T) [129,130]. In other words, the length of the
prototype filter (Lp) is greater than the total number of sub-carriers (M). A higher spectral efficiency is
achieved by FBMC based schemes in comparison to CP-OFDM systems because of the absence of CP.
In this section, the system model of the FBMC waveforms is analysed assuming NPR and Non-PR
prototype filters design. In NPR, the distortion of signals is minimised from an accurate design of
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the FIR low-pass prototype filter which subsequently reduces the amplitude distortions. For Non-PR,
aliasing and amplitude distortions are more prominent which may reduce system efficacy.
4.1. OFDM-OQAM Transceiver
The conventional stages of the OFDM-OQAM scheme consist of a transmitter, channel and
a receiver structure. The OFDM-OQAM structure is made up of the SFB at the transmitter and the
AFB at the receiver. Figure 15 depicts the block diagram of a filter bank OFDM-OQAM transceiver.
The figure consist of a OQAM pre-processing/post processing, transformation blocks, filtering stage,
CE block, and signal conversions blocks. As mentioned above, we review the performance of the filter
bank OFDM-OQAM transceiver assuming two filter design conditions: NPR and Non-PR prototype
filters design.
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Figure 15. Structure of a filter bank OFDM-OQAM system.
4.1.1. OFDM-OQAM Transceiver: NPR Design
4.1.1.1. Transmitter Description
Consider the OFDM-OQAM transmitter model diagram of Figure 16. The complex QAM symbols
at the input (c[l, k]) have their real and imaginary parts interleaved by a time offset of T2 , where
l represents the OQAM preprocessing input/post processing output sample index and n is the
OQAM preprocessing output/post processing input sample index while T is the signalling period.
After the bits are mapped into symbols, OQAM pre-processing is performed on the QAM symbols
where the complex input symbols are mapped into real data symbols d[n, k] at k sub-carrier index
(representing the in-phase components of c[l, k]) and are transmitted at a rate 2T , where T =
1
∆ f and ∆ f
is the sub-carrier spacing. The quadrature components of the input symbols c[l, k] are represented as
d[n + 1, k] in an entire process termed complex to real conversion (C2R) [123].
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Figure 16. Structure of a filter bank OFDM-OQAM transmitter.
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The conversion of the complex input symbols to real symbols is mapped mathematically
as [123,131]:
d[n, k] =
{
Re(c[l, k]); k even,
Im(c[l, k]); k odd.
(1a)
d[n + 1, k] =
{
Im(c[l, k]); k even,
Re(c[l, k]); k odd.
(1b)
In Equation (1), the notation Re and Im signifies the real and imaginary parts of the complex input
symbols, respectively. To ensure orthogonality of sub-carriers, θ[n, k] is multiplied by d[n, k] resulting
in [35,132]:
x[n, k] = d[c, k]θ[n, k], (2)
where x[n, k] is the OQAM preprocessing output symbols and θ[n, k] is defined as:
θ[n, k] = j(k+n). (3)
Before implementing IFFT, x[n, k] undergoes a transformation process where it is multiplied by
the beta carrier (β) in order to provide enhanced robustness to the samples as they are been prepared
to propagate through the wireless channel. Possible loss of sub-carrier orthogonality due to pulse
shaping at SFB is also minimised from this transformation, since the cyclic prefix of the conventional
OFDM transceivers are replaced (in FBMC OFDM-OQAM systems) with well-designed prototype
filters that have good localisation properties [133], in noth the frequency and time domains. The beta
carrier (β) is mathematically given as:
β[n, k] = (−1)knexp
(
− j 2pik
M
(
Lp − 1
2
))
, (4)
where M is the IFFT size or the total number of sub-carriers, k is the sub-carrier index for
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M− 1, and Lp is the length of the FBMC prototype filter p[n, k] given as:
Lp = KM. (5)
In Equation (5), K is the overlapping factor that determines the number of symbols that superpose
each other in time. The use of complex modulated filter banks is employed to ensure high spectral
efficiency. The sub-channel synthesis filter bank impulse response g[n˙, k] is expressed as [122,123,134]:
g[n˙, k] = p[n˙]exp
(
j
2pik
M
(
n˙− Lp − 1
2
))
, (6)
where n˙ in Equation (6) is the symbol index at the SFB output and the AFB input for n˙ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Lp− 1.
To achieve NPR prototype filters, the FIR of the low-pass prototype filter p[n˙] is defined as [123,131,134]:
p[n˙] = P˜[0] + 2
Lp−1
2
∑
k=1
(−1)k P˜[k]cos
(
2pik
KM
(
n˙ +
KM− (Lp − 1)
2
))
, (7)
where w[k]= 2pikKM is the uniformly spaced frequency points. From Equation (7), n˙ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Lp − 1
and P˜[0] = 1. Moreover, p[n˙] is designed such that it meets the condition in Equation (8):
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
P˜[0] = 1,
P˜[c]2 + P˜[K− c]2 = 1, for c = 1, 2, . . . , bK2 c,
P˜[c] = 0 for c = K, K + 1, . . . , Lp−12 ,
(8)
where c= 1, 2, ..., bK/2c and P˜[0] for k = K, K + 1, ..., (Lp−1)2 . For this system, the values of P˜[c] are
initialised and designed as shown in Table 5 for different values of overlapping factors.
Table 5. Different values of overlapping factors.
Overlapping Factor (K) 4 3 2 1
Filter impulse (P˜[c]) P˜[0] P˜[1] P˜[2] P˜[3] P˜[0] P˜[1] P˜[2] P˜[0] P˜[1] P˜[0]
1 0.9720
√
2
2 0.2351 1 0.9114 0.4114 1
√
2
2 1
Figure 17 illustrates the simulated prototype impulse response (p[n˙]) at different overlapping
factors (K) using Equation (7). In the figure, it can be observed that, at K = 1, the FBMC scheme adopts
the rectangular pulse shaping of OFDM systems.
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Figure 17. Plot of filter impulse response for different overlapping factor K, M = 32.
4.1.1.2. Channel Description
The frequency domain channel transfer function (FD-CTF) fading coefficients H[k] can be
described by two properties: power spectral density (PSD) and the autocorrelation function (ACF).
The PSD is expressed by [123]:
s| f | =
{ 1
pi fd
√
1−( f / fd)2
, | f | ≤ fd
0, elsewhere.
(9)
If Lch represents the length of the channel, then the corresponding normalised discrete-time ACF
is expressed by Equation (10) under the assumption that the channel is repeated for a frame [123,135]:
a[k] = J0
(
2pi fdTs
(
M
Lch
)
|k|
)
, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (Lch − 1). (10)
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Equation (9) is the u-shaped band limited Jakes spectrum, where fd is the maximum Doppler
frequency of the moving channel given as fd= vλ . The velocity of the moving mobile is denoted by v,
and λ is the wavelength of the carrier wave. A plot of the u-shaped Jakes power spectrum for fd =
10Hz and fd = 200Hz is given in Figure 18. In Equation (10), J0(.) is the zero-order Bessel function of
the first kind, Ts is the symbol period. Note that fdTs is normally referred to as the normalised Doppler
frequency (Doppler rate).
The correlation matrix (RHH [k]) is given in its expanded form in Equation (11) as a function of
ACF as [135,136]:
RHH [k] =

a[0] a[1] . . . a[(Lch − 1)]
a[1] a[0] . . . a[(Lch − 2)]
...
...
. . .
...
a[(Lch − 1)] a[(Lch − 2)] . . . a[0]
 . (11)
(a) fd = 10 Hz (b) fd = 200 Hz
Figure 18. U-shaped Jakes power spectrum.
The FD-CTF fading channel coefficients H[k] can be generated via an Lchth-order autoregressive
(AR) process represented as AR(Lch). It can thus be expressed as [123,135,136]:
H[k] =
Lch
∑
i=1
z[i]H[k− i] +Ω[k], k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (Lch − 1), (12)
where H[k] represents the channel fading coefficient over the kth sub-carrier. The notation z[i] is given
by Equation (13):
z[i] = −ϕ[i], (13)
and ϕ[i] is defined as:
ϕ[i] =
[
ϕ[1], ϕ[2], . . . , ϕ[Lch]
]T
. (14)
In Equation (13), T is the transpose operator. Moreover, Ω[k] in Equation (12) is a zero mean white
Gaussian noise process with variance σ2Ω given as [135,136]:
σ2Ω = a[0] +
Lch−1
∑
k=0
ϕ[k]a[k], (15)
where Ω[k] are the coefficients of the AR model parameters and can be obtained by computing the
Yule–Walker (YW) equation defined by Equations (16) and (17).
ϕ[k] = −R−1HH [k]b[k], (16)
b[k] =
[
a[0], a[1], . . . , a[Lch − 1]
]T
. (17)
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Based on the channel expression in Equation (12), the channel coefficients are realised to be equal
for a given frame length FL = MLch . For instance, the fading coefficients at H[0] is given as:
H[0] = z[1]H[−1] +Ω[0], (18)
where H[−1] in Equation (18) is initialised through random generation. The channel coefficients
across all frequencies at a given time for FL = MLch are chosen to be the same for all M sub-carriers.
For example, if H˙[k¨] represents the channel coefficients across the k¨th sub-carrier for k¨ = 0, 1, . . . , M− 1,
then H˙[0] to H˙[FL − 1] are chosen to equal the H[0] obtained from Equation (12).
4.1.1.3. Receiver Description
After passing through the fading channel under NPR conditions, the received signal as represented
in Figure 19 over the kth sub-carrier is given by [10]:
s[n, k] = H¨x[n, k] + η[n, k], (19)
where H¨ is an M×M diagonal matrix that contains the fading channel coefficients H˙[k¨], and η[n, k] is
a Gaussian noise process with variance σ2η expressed by:
η[n, k] = w[n, k] ∗ f [n˙, k]. (20)
The expression w[n, k] in Equation (20) signifies the mutually independent zero-mean complex
AWGN process with equal variances (σ2w,k). In addition, the variance of η (σ
2
η,k) is given as:
σ2η,k = σ
2
w,k
Lp−1
∑
j=0
f 2[j, k], (21)
while the receiver AFB impulse response is defined as [131,134]:
f [n˙, k] = g∗[(Lp − 1− n˙), k]. (22)
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Figure 19. Structure of filter bank OFDM-OQAM receiver.
4.1.2. OFDM-OQAM Transceiver: Non-PR design
Transmitter Description
In Non-PR conditions of filter banks, the impulse response of the AFB FIR prototype filter
is different from that of the SFB. In Non-PR filter design, the analysis filter bank is not directly
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a time-reversed version of the corresponding synthesis filter bank due to the difference in prototype
filter impulse response p´[n˙]. To achieve this imperfection, an error δ¯ is randomly introduced to the
analysis filter FIR prototype filter such that −∆¯ < δ¯ < +∆¯, where ∆¯ = 0.1. Hence, the filter bank
prototype filter according to Equation (7) is modified by the introduction of an error (δ[k]) so as to
yield the non-perfect reconstructed FIR analysis prototype filter bank formulated in Equation (23).
p´[n˙] = P˜[0] + 2
Lp−1
2
∑
k=1
(−1)k(P˜[k] + δ¯[k])cos
(
2pik
KM
(
n˙ +
KM− (Lp − 1)
2
))
(23)
The transmitted filtered OFDM-OQAM symbol y[n˙, k] over the kth sub-carrier for the n˙th symbol,
assuming Non-PR, is obtained by convolving the synthesis filter bank impulse response (g[n˙, k]) with
the up sampled transmitted signal (x[n˙, k]) as:
y[n˙, k] = (x[n˙, k] ∗ g[n˙, k]) =
Lp−1
∑
l=0
x[n˙− l, k]g(l, k) (24)
Channel Description
The channel assuming Non-PR is modelled in a similar way to the channel model presented in
Section 4.1.1.2.
Receiver Description
Since the analysis filter bank is not directly a time-reversed version of the corresponding synthesis
filter bank, the analysis filter bank impulse response ( f´ [n˙, k]) obtained from the introduction of error is:
f´ [n˙, k] = p´[n˙]exp
(
j
2pik
M
(
n˙− (Lp − 1)
2
))
. (25)
The n˙th filter bank OFDM-OQAM symbol received over the kth sub-carrier is therefore given
as [29]:
r[n˙, k] = y[n˙, k]h[n˙, k] + w[n˙, k]. (26)
In Equation (26), h[n˙, k] is the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel impulse response and
w[n˙, k] signifies the mutually independent zero-mean complex AWGN process with variance σ2w,k
given as:
σ2w,k = E
[
x2[n˙, k]
]
10
−γdB
10 . (27)
The received signal s[n, k], after r[n˙, k] has been processed with the filter bank, is given as [2]:
s[n, k] =
[
r[n˙, k] ∗ f´ [n˙, k]
]
↓M2
, (28)
s[n, k] =
[
x[n˙, k]q[n˙, k] + η[n˙, k]
]
↓M2
, (29)
where
q[n˙, k] =
[
h[n˙, k]g[n˙, k] ∗ f´ [n˙, k]
]
, (30)
and η[n˙, k] in Equation (29) is a Gaussian noise process expressed by:
η[n˙, k] =
[
w[n˙, k] ∗ f´ [n˙, k]
]
. (31)
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4.1.3. Channel Estimation for OFDM-OQAM
The performances of two linear and three adaptive based CE algorithms are analysed for the
described filter bank OFDM-OQAM based transceiver. These linear algorithms are LS and LMMSE,
and the adaptive estimation schemes are LMS, normalised LMS (NLMS) and recursive LS (RLS).
Least Square
The LS channel estimate is given as [100]:
HˆLS[n, k] =
[
HˆLS[n, 0], HˆLS[n, 1], . . . , HˆLS[n, (Lch − 1)]
]T
=
[
Lch
M
( M
Lch
−1
∑
k=0
s[n, k]
x[n, k]
,
2M
Lch
−1
∑
k=MLch
s[n, k]
x[n, k]
, . . . . ,
M−1
∑
k=M(Lch−1)Lch
s[n, k]
x[n, k]
)]T
.
(32)
LMMSE
The simplified LMMSE channel estimate HˆLMMSE[n, k] is generally given as [73,86,137]:
HˆLMMSE[n, k] = RHs[n, k]R−1ss [n, k]s[n, k], (33)
where RHs[n, k] is the cross-covariance matrix between H[n, k] and s[n, k] expressed as:
RHs[n, k] = E[HsH ] = RHH [n, k]XH [n, k], (34)
and Rss[n, k] is the auto-covariance matrix of s[n, k] expressed as:
Rss[n, k] = E[ssH ] = X[n, k]Rhh[n, k]XH [n, k] + σ2η I[m]. (35)
In Equation (34), X[n, k] = diag[x[n, k]]. Therefore, substituting Equations (34) and (35) into
Equation (33) gives:
HˆLMMSE[n, k] =
RHH [n, k]s[n, k]
X[n, k]
[
RHH [n, k] + (XH [n, k]X[n, k])−1σ2η I[n, k]
] , (36)
where RHH is the autocorrelation matrix of the channel impulse response given by Equation (11).
The notation σ2η denotes the noise variance E|η[n, k]|2 defined in Equation (21), I[n, k] is an identity
matrix, and E is the expectation notation.
Least Mean Square
This cost function to be minimised for LMS based CE is expressed as [19,136,138,139]:
J(n) = E{|e[n, k]|2} = E{e[n, k]e∗[n, k]} (37)
where E{.} is the expectation operator, ∗ denotes complex conjugation, and e∗[n, k] is the CE error
given as:
e∗[n, k] = s∗[n, k]− Hˆ[n, k]xH [n, k]. (38)
The LMS for the filter bank OFDM-OQAM system is given as:
HˆLMS[n + 1, k] = Hˆ[n, k] + µe∗[n, k]x[n, k], (39)
where µ is the fixed positive step size parameter that satisfies the condition 0 < µ < 2.
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Normalised Least Mean Square
In NLMS CE, the estimation error is normalised by the power of the input signal. The CIR for this
algorithm is represented as [136–140]:
HˆNLMS[n + 1, k] = Hˆ[n, k] +
µe∗[n, k]x[n, k])
||x[n, k]||2 , (40)
where ||x[n, k]||2 represents the Euclidean norm of the staggered input OQAM symbols, µ is the step
size parameter and the error e∗[n, k] is expressed as in Equation (38).
Recursive Least Square
The index of performance to be minimised for RLS is [136,141]:
J(n) =
n−1
∑
k=0
λn−k|e[n, k]|2, (41)
where λ is the forgetting/weighting factor, which assumes value in the range 0 << λ < 1. The inverse
autocorrelation matrix (R−1[n, k]) of input vector x[n, k] is given as:
R−1[n, k] = λ−1R−1[n− 1, k]− λ−1g˜[n, k]xH [n, k]R−1[n− 1, k], (42)
where g˜[n, k] is the gain vector expressed as:
g˜[n, k] =
λ−1R−1[n− 1, k]x[n, k]
1+ xH [n, k]λ−1R−1[n− 1, k]x[n, k] . (43)
Therefore, the RLS channel estimate can be expressed as:
HˆRLS[n, k] = Hˆ[n− 1, k] + g˜[n, k]e∗[n, k], (44)
where e∗[n, k] is defined by Equation (38).
4.2. GFDM-OQAM Transceiver
GFDM is considered to be the most promising candidate for the air interface of 5G
networks [142,143]. One of the most distinguishing characteristics of this system is the introduction of
flexible pulse shaping across each individual sub-carrier [143]. The filtering of these sub-carriers by
well-designed prototype filters reduces the harmful effects of ICI while providing robustness to the
system against synchronisation errors [144–146].
GFDM introduces the CP extension properties of OFDM to combat ICI as well as well-designed
pulse shaping [147,148]. However, the modulation of each sub-carrier by non-rectangular pulse
shaped filters lead to non-orthogonality of sub-carriers in GFDM based schemes [131]. Due to this
non-orthogonal nature of the GFDM based system, ISI and ICI are expected to occur whose effects can
be mitigated by exploiting the near orthogonality properties of the offset QAM scheme. This paper
reviews the GFDM scheme based on OQAM (GFDM-OQAM). Note, to the best of our knowledge,
the performance of the GFDM assuming OQAM as the underlying modulation scheme is evaluated
in this paper for the first time adopting different existing CE schemes. Moreover, we explain in this
paper how to combat the expected detrimental effects of ISI and ICI where each sub-carrier block is
modulated against real-valued symbols, unlike the sub-carrier modulation of the complex-valued
symbols of GFDM-QAM based systems.
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4.2.1. System Description of GFDM-OQAM Transceiver
4.2.1.1. Transmitter Description
Figure 20 depicts a typical GFDM-OQAM system. In GFDM-OQAM based transceivers, the real
valued N data symbols generated at the transmitter are decomposed into M¨ sub-symbols, where the
sub-symbols are being carried by a sub-carrier [149]. If K´ represents the total number of sub-carriers
and M¨ is the total number of sub-symbols per-sub-carrier, then the total number of data symbols to be
transmitted is given as:
N = K´M¨. (45)
To implement OQAM for GFDM, let ~˜dk´,m˙ represent the real data obtained from the QAM symbols,
where m˙ is the sub-symbol index at the k´th sub-carrier of the GFDM-OQAM system, the entire symbols
to be transmitted can be collected into a vector ~˜d given as [37]:
~˜d = [~˜d0,0, ~˜d1,0, . . . , ~˜dK´−1,0,
~˜d0,1, ~˜d1,0, . . . , ~˜dK´−1,1, . . . ,
~˜d0,M¨−1,
~˜dK´−1,M¨−1]
T , (46)
for k´ = 0, 1, . . . , (K´− 1) and m˙ = 0, 1, . . . , M¨− 1. Each ~˜dk´,m˙ symbol of the GFDM system is transmitted
with a corresponding pulse shape given as [150]:
gk´,m˙[n] = p
[
n− m˙K´
2
modK´M¨
]
exp
(
j
2pik´
K´
(
n− (Lp − 1)
2
))
, (47)
where n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 and gk´,m˙[n] is the shifted version of the prototype filter p in the time and
frequency domains as defined in Equation (7) and Lp is the prototype filter length given by Equation (5).
Thus, the time domain transmit signal just before cyclic prefix insertion is given as:
x[n] =
K´−1
∑
k´=0
M¨−1
∑˙
m=0
~˜dk´,m˙gk´,m˙[n]e
jφk´,m˙ , (48)
where ejφk´,m˙ is used to ensure a pi2 difference in phase between the real valued data
~˜dk´,m˙ in time and
frequency domains, and φk´,m˙ is given as in Equation (49).
φk´,m˙ =
(k´ + m˙)pi
2
. (49)
The operations described in this Section 4.2.1.1, can be written in a matrix form (~˜x) given as
~˜x = A~˜d [151], where ~˜d is given in Equation (40), and A is an N × N transmitter modulation matrix
containing elements of gk´,m˙[n] expressed as:
A = [g0,0, . . . , gK´−1,0, g0,1, g1,1, . . . , gK´−1,1, . . . , g0,M¨−1, g1,M¨−1, . . . gK´−1,M¨−1]. (50)
where gk´,m˙ are vectors given as gk´,m˙ =
[
gk´,m˙[n]e
jφk´,m˙
]T
. Cyclic prefix of length NCP is then appended to
~˜x so as to obtain the final transmit signal ~˜xT whose length is (N + NCP).
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Figure 20. Structure of GFDM-OQAM based transmitter.
4.2.1.2. Channel Description
The channel is modelled similarly to the Rayleigh fading channel described in Section 4.1.1.2.
However, the channel frequency coefficients are realised such that they have Lch different values,
that is, H[k´]=
[
H[0], H[1], . . . , H[Lch− 1]
]
. This is then converted into the time domain channel impulse
response h(n´) through the use of IDFT as:
h(n´) = IDFT[H[k´]] =
L´ch−1
∑
k´=0
H[k´]ej
2pik´n´
N
for n´ = 0, 1, . . . , Lch − 1.
(51)
4.2.1.3. Receiver Description
After the transmitted symbols have propagated through the wireless channel, the received signal
can be expressed as:
~˜xR[n] = ˜¨H~˜xT [n] + w[n], (52)
where ~˜xT [n] is the transmitted signal with CP. If the CP is removed, the received signal is denoted as
~xR[n]. The symbol w[n] in Equation (52) is the complex AWGN vector with zero mean and variance
σ2w. The notation
˜¨H ( ˜¨H = circ(h(n´))) is the circulant channel matrix (CCM) having a band diagonal
structure based on the channel impulse responses obtained from Equation (51) and it is obtained as
described in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Sequential procedure for realising the GFDM-OQAM CCM.
Input: {Lch, K´, M¨, Ncp.}
Output:
{
˜¨H
}
.
01 Compute N = K´ M¨;
02 Generate H[K´] vector using Equation (12), where length of H[K´] = Lch;
03 Compute h(n´) = ifft(H[K´]) according to Equation (51);
04 Generate ˜¨H = zeros
(
(N + Ncp), (N + Ncp)
)
;
05 Compute ˜¨H(1, [1 : Lch]) = h(n´);
06 for ii→ 1 : 1 : (size( ˜¨H, 2)− 1);
07 ˜¨H(ii + 1, 1) = ˜¨H(ii, end);
08 ˜¨H(ii + 1, [2 : end]) = ˜¨H(ii, [1 : end− 1]);
09 end for (in line 06);
10 return
{
˜¨H
}
.
Therefore, the received signal after equalisation is given as:
xR[n] = ~xR[n]H−1chan[n], (53)
where H is the Hermitian transpose operator and Hchan[n] are the fading coefficients obtained from
the CE. Thus, the demodulated signal is given as:
cR[n] = BxR[n], (54)
where B is the matched filter receiver matrix given as B = AH , and A is the N × N transmitter
modulation matrix.
4.2.2. Channel Estimation for GFDM-OQAM
To avoid harping on, the linear CE techniques for the described filter bank GFDM-OQAM based
transceiver is only presented in this section. The adaptive schemes can be derived in similar procedures
as mentioned in Section 4.1.3.
Least Square
The GFDM-OQAM LS channel estimate is given as:
hˆLS[n´, k´] =
[
hˆLS[n´, 0], hˆLS[n´, 1], . . . , hˆLS[n´, (Lch − 1)]
]T
=
[
Lch
M
( M
Lch
−1
∑
k´=0
~xR[n´, k´]
~˜x[n´, k´]
,
2M
Lch
−1
∑
k=M
Lch
~xR[n´, k´]
~˜x[n´, k´]
, . . . . ,
M−1
∑
k=M(Lch−1)
Lch
~xR[n´, k´]
~˜x[n´, k´]
)]T
.
(55)
LMMSE
The simplified time-domain LMMSE channel estimate hˆLMMSE[n´, k´] for GFDM-OQAM is given
as [73,86,137]:
hˆLMMSE[n´, k´] =
RHH [k´]~xR[n´, k´]
X[n´, k´]
[
RHH [k´] + (XH [n´, k´]X[n´, k´])−1σ2η I[n´, k´]
] , (56)
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where RHH [k´] is the autocorrelation matrix of the channel impulse response given by Equation (11), σ2η
denotes the noise variance E|η[n, k]|2 defined in Equation (21), I[n, k] is an identity matrix and E is the
expectation notation.
5. Simulations and Discussion of Results
All simulations reported in this paper were implemented using MATLAB programming language.
Simulations for the filter bank OFDM-OQAM were implemented assuming NPR and Non-PR based
on the system model described in Figures 16 and 19. Firstly, we show the plot comparing the FIR of
the prototype filter assuming NPR and Non-PR, as shown in Figure 21.
(a) NPR (b) Non-PR
Figure 21. Filter impulse responses.
Thus, the performances of the linear and adaptive estimators are analysed and compared with
one another through Monte-Carlo simulations with 10,000 trials per SNR. Uncoded 16-QAM scheme is
assumed for the OFDM-OQAM based transceiver with M = 512 sub-carriers under frequency selective
Rayleigh fading channel with Doppler rates fdTs = 0.001 and fdTs = 0.02, corresponding to both
slow and fast fading channel conditions, respectively. The speed of the moving mobile is selected as
360 km/h and 18 km/h, correlating with fast and slow channels, respectively. The overlapping
factor is chosen as K = 4, while the initial value of the filter coefficient P[k] is selected to be
P˜[1] = 0.97195983 [131]. Cyclic prefix overhead is not considered for the OFDM-OQAM system in
contrast to the GFDM-OQAM system.
In a similar procedure, using similar parameters as summarised in Table 6, the GFDM-OQAM is
implemented with the addition of CP overhead of 25% of symbol duration for NPR filter bank. For the
adaptive CE algorithms, the positive step size parameter is selected as µ = 0.35 and a regularisation
factor δ = 0.001 is chosen to initialise the inverse autocorrelation matrix of Equation (42). Additionally,
a forgetting factor λ = 0.998 is selected in the simulation as it is verified in [152] that this value yields
a good results.
The results are shown in terms of the NMSE at various levels of SNR. For the Non-PR simulations,
the randomly introduced errors with values between −0.1 and 0.1 are chosen to inject imperfection,
as shown in Equation (23). Figure 22 demonstrates the curve at 5 dB SNR for the NMSE vs Non-PR
error at different values of random errors. It can be seen from the figure that the higher the error
value, the more the distortions and degradation in NMSE performance. Moreover, the RLS estimator
offers the best performance in comparison with the other estimators, even for high error value of
1.5. Performance comparison in terms of the NMSE versus SNR assuming filter bank OFDM-OQAM
under NPR and Non-PR for both slow and fast fading channel is shown in Figure 23a,b. Note that
the ideal channel condition is used as a reference point to evaluate the performances of other CE
algorithms. In Figure 23a, all CE schemes perform better assuming NPR filter design in comparison
to Non-PR filter design. This is largely due to the random errors introduced in the Non-PR filter
design. Furthermore, the superior performance of the adaptive schemes over the linear schemes is also
demonstrated with RLS showing the best system performance. In Figure 23b, the performance of all
the estimators plummets due to the increase in the fading rate ( fdTs). In all practical scenarios, increase
in the fading rate automatically reduces the performance of any estimator, as also shown in Figure 23b.
This is because the channel fading distortion is more difficult to track in a fast fading channel. As such,
there are irregularities in the channel estimate.
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Table 6. Simulation parameters for FBMC-OQAM waveforms.
Parameters Specification
OFDM-OQAM GFDM-OQAM
No. of Sub-carriers 512 512
Signal Constellation 16-QAM-OQAM 16-QAM-OQAM
Sampling Frequency 10,000 Hz 10,000 Hz
Doppler Frequency 10 and 200 (Hz) 10 and 200 (Hz)
Sampling Rate 1104 s
1
104 s
Doppler Rate(s) 0.001 and 0.02 0.001 and 0.02
Overlapping Factor 4 4
Filter Coefficient (P˜[1]) 0.97195983 0.97195983
Channel Type Rayleigh fading Rayleigh fading
Cyclic Prefix Overhead − 25%
As mentioned above, we also present the NMSE versus SNR performance comparisons for
GFDM-OQAM system assuming both NPR and Non-PR conditions. Figure 24a,b depicts the NMSE
versus SNR performance for fdTs = 0.001 and fdTs = 0.02, respectively, assuming NPR condition. In the
figures, the RLS CE offers the best performance in comparison with the other estimators. Besides, the
adaptive estimators exhibit better performance as compared with the linear estimators. In particular,
the performance of the linear estimators drops rapidly as the fading rate increases. Likewise, we present
the performance comparison of the estimators assuming Non-PR condition, as depicted in Figure 25a,b.
In a similar trend, the RLS CE scheme demonstrates the best performance as compared with the other
estimators. In addition, all the adaptive CE schemes offer better performance in comparison with the
linear CE schemes. Moreover, comparing the NPR filter design performance curves (Figure 24a,b) with
the performance curve of the Non-PR filter design (Figure 25a,b) for the GFDM-OQAM system set-up,
we observe that the CE schemes offer better performance when the NPR filter design is assumed.
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Figure 22. Performance comparison in terms of NMSE versus Non-PR error at SNR = 5 dB.
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6. Findings and Possible Research Directions
Channel estimation is an integral part of general wireless communication systems, most especially,
with the emerging 5G technologies. The f-OFDM, filter bank OFDM-OQAM, BFDM, UFMC and
GFDM-OQAM based transceivers are identified as suitable modulation schemes for the currently
evolving xG of wireless networks. However, the varying nature of the communication channel has been
a major challenge to the use of these aforementioned filter bank based transceivers. Different research
works are currently ongoing in order to estimate the fading channel characteristics of these transceivers,
thereby providing effective and reliable solutions to the use of FBMC based schemes. Extensive research
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works have been carried out to estimate the channel fading features when adopting CP-OFDM and
SC-FDMA transmission technologies as the underlying modulation schemes (including filter bank
based OFDM-OQAM systems); nevertheless, little or no work has been done using GFDM-OQAM as
the underlying modulation scheme in the FBMC system. In fact, very little research work has been
carried out in this area in terms of developing novel algorithms for estimating the channel fading.
GFDM-OQAM is considered to be one of the most promising candidate for the air interface of 5G
networks. As such, CE for filter bank GFDM-OQAM (with particular reference to semi-blind and
blind techniques) is still an open area for further research, in order to aid this modulation scheme
to attain its full potential. Although this paper reviews the performances of filter bank OFDM and
GFDM based schemes for two linear and three adaptive CE schemes assuming OFDM-OQAM and
GFDM-OQAM as the underlying modulation, we emphasise that extensive CE research in this area
can further improve its performance. Of particular interest, developing specific CE algorithms for these
filtered based systems will be a plus. Likewise, developing specific CE schemes for BFDM-OQAM
transceivers is still an open area of research. BFDM is also a potential candidate for the upcoming
xG wireless networks because of its peculiar pulse shapes. However, as earlier mentioned, only a
few works have analysed the performance of CE schemes for BFDM-OQAM. Thus more research
works can be actualised in this area in order for BFDM schemes to attain its full potential. Moreover,
CE for f-OFDM systems (which is considered as a potential waveform candidate of xG networks) is
an open area for future research, as the performance of CE methods for this waveform is not well
researched and documented in the literature. To ensure excellence signal transmission and receptions
when using f-OFDM as the underlying network waveform while primarily considering user QoS and
QoE enhancement, adequate CE techniques for this waveform is required.
Additionally, as shown in the results presented in Section 5, we observe that the adaptive
CE schemes perform better than the linear CE schemes for both the NPR and Non-PR conditions.
This showcase the adaptive CE schemes as a better alternative to the linear CE schemes for FBMC
systems, whereby researchers and practitioners in this field can easily make meaningful decisions
based on their application requirements. However, as mentioned, the FBMC transceiver application
requires specific CE algorithms for both waveform candidates considered in this paper, and other
promising waveforms such as UFMC, BFDM, f-OFDM. More importantly, application specific CE
algorithm is required for the FBMC transceiver because the studied CE schemes, both the adaptive and
linear schemes, plummet when Non-PR condition is assumed. In reality, it is difficult to reconstruct
a near perfect condition. This means we cannot eliminate error completely in real-time. Thus, the
Non-PR condition is often the case in reality. This gives rise to the need for more sophisticated CE
algorithms suitable for Non-PR condition. It is also observed from this study that CE is not well studied
for NC-OFDM system. NC-OFDM systems offer higher data rates; as such, they are very useful in
cognitive radio applications which are well designed to effectively manage and efficiently utilise the
scarce available frequency spectrum for an eMBB communication system. Therefore, extensive CE
research for NC-OFDM systems can further improve the quality of transmitted signal’s reception
as well as total system throughput over fading channels for enhancement in user QoE. It is worthy
to mention that machine learning technologies can also be exploited as a possible research topic,
where unsupervised software-based CE and prediction algorithms can be developed for estimating
the frequency and time dispersion characteristics of the multipath fading channel in application to
the above-mentioned waveform candidates of the 5G networks and beyond. For reference, refer
to [153] Finally, massive MIMO systems (which adopt large-scale transmit antenna arrays) and
other radio access techniques (such as RSMA, NOMA and SCMA) are pertinent technologies that
form technical components of the upcoming 5G networks and beyond. Joint channel estimation,
carrier frequency offset estimation and interference cancellation/decoding schemes are also useful
techniques that can considerably enhance the throughput and spectral efficiency of these wireless
communication systems. Consequently, developing novel algorithms that will jointly estimate the
channel characteristics, the carrier frequency offset, as well as interference cancellation methods for
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performance enhancement of the mentioned xG technologies is an open research direction for the
emerging 5G networks and beyond.
7. Conclusions
This paper presents a review of the performances of CE schemes for candidate waveforms of
xG wireless networks. Firstly, in Section 2, the design of digital filters is reviewed since the physical
layer structure of these waveforms are based on filters developed from a well-designed prototype filter.
In subsequent sections, the importance of CE for wireless communication networks is emphasised.
As such, the CE techniques deployed for these waveforms in the literature are identified and classified,
where the classification of CE schemes in application to filter and non-filter-based waveforms currently
under consideration for xG networks is narrowed down. In addition, this paper summarises the
performance comparison of CE schemes that are immensely considered as waveform candidates of xG
networks. Finally, the performances of two linear CE schemes and three adaptive CE schemes for filter
bank OFDM-OQAM and GFDM-OQAM based transceivers over slow and fast frequency selective
Rayleigh fading channels are reviewed. The performance of these estimators is verified assuming NPR
and Non-PR low-pass prototype filter design. It is observed from the simulation results presented
in Section 5 that the adaptive CE schemes are more suitable as compared to the linear schemes for
FBMC based transceivers. However, the need for more novel and application-specific CE schemes
for FMBC transceivers is paramount, especially for Non-PR filter design. Thus, keeping in view the
coverage of this review paper, we presumed that this paper will spring up possible research directions
in improving the performances of the considered filter and non-filter based xG waveform candidates
over frequency and dispersive time-varying Rayleigh fading channels. In wireless networks, these
access schemes are generally divided into two basic groups: contention-free channel access schemes
and contention-based random channel access schemes [4,5]. In contention-free access schemes, a central
entity allocates several nodes using radio resources such as time slots, frequency and code, where
data are transmitted through these nodes by the use of the allocated radio resource. Examples of
contention-free channel access schemes include frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time
division multiple access (TDMA) and code division multiple access (CDMA) schemes. On the other
hand, the nodes in contention-based random channel access schemes compete with one another for the
transmission of data over the wireless channel. The data in contention-based random channel access
schemes are usually received without collision. Carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) and Aloha
method are examples of the contention-based random channel access schemes.
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